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ABSTRACT
Failure of geotechnical systems during hydroclimatic events such as heavy rainfall,
flood, and drought often leads to significant socio-economic loss. The time-dependent
stability and deformation behaviors of geotechnical systems subjected to hydroclimatic
events must be investigated using a coupled flow-deformation formulation because the
strength and deformation parameters vary with the degree of saturation and/or matric
suction of the soil. Although the impacts of the hydroclimatic events on the geotechnical
systems are assessed and summarized in the previous studies, all the analyses were carried
out in a loosely coupled manner and/or uncoupled manner without considering the effects
of water flow in the deformation and failure of the systems. Therefore, in this study, the
accuracy of PLAXIS 2D in predicting the deformation behavior of geotechnical systems
was improved by modifying a widely used constitutive model, the Mohr-Coulomb model.
The model was improved by updating the elastic modulus and the yield criterion based on
the degree of saturation and/or matric suction of the soil element. The modified model was
implemented within PLAXIS 2D as a user-defined constitutive model to analyze the
performance of shallow foundations, deep foundations, and earth slopes under
hydroclimatic events.
Although the hydroclimatic events alone can cause socio-economic losses, recent
records show that multiple hazards such as rainfall-excavation, rainfall-earthquake,
rainfall-toe-erosion induced by flood, etc., can occur simultaneously and induce
catastrophic damages to life and properties. The impacts of multi-hazards must be
understood using coupled flow-deformation code to reduce the losses. In this study, first,
i

the stability and deformation behavior of earth slopes subjected to the individual and
simultaneous occurrence of heavy rainfall, toe-erosion induced by flood, earthquake, and
toe excavation were investigated using a coupled finite element code PLAXIS. Then, the
performance of buried concrete pipe subjected to flooding due to heavy rainfall, infiltration
of flood water, leakage of the pipe, and soil erosion as a result of pipe failure were evaluated
using PLAXIS. The analyses provide a valuable reference for identifying and assessing
potential hazardous scenarios to formulate disaster prevention and mitigation strategies
related to slopes and buried pipes.
Finally, the finite element results were combined with probabilistic methods to
predict the stability of earth slopes, considering possible variations in soil properties and
hydroclimatic event parameters. The response surface for the stability of the slope was
created using the soil properties and hydroclimatic events as random variables. Further, the
created response surface was used to calculate the probability of failure of slopes subjected
to hydroclimatic events using the Monte-Carlo simulation method (MCSM) and the firstorder reliability method (FORM. The proposed framework can evaluate the performance
level of slopes subjected to rainfall with the aid of the failure probability of slopes.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION
Extreme hydroclimatic events such as heavy rainfall, drought, and flood have
caused a significant socio-economic loss worldwide. According to Easterling et al. (2017),
the annual precipitation averaged across the U.S has increased by approximately 4% over
the 1901–2015 period. Their study updated the U.S index of extreme precipitation through
2016 and showed that the number of extreme events has been well above average for the
last three decades. Strategies should be taken to reduce and manage the risks of climate
change impacts on the geotechnical systems. Failure to consider the possible adverse
effects of climate changes on the performance of geotechnical systems will lead to
additional risks to human lives and the country's economy. Precautions should be taken to
gain the necessary knowledge to facilitate a more effective adaptation to these adverse
consequences of climate change. The motivation of this study is to anticipate the future
expansion of hydroclimatic changes on the natural (earth slopes) and engineered
infrastructures (buried pipes) and mitigate the associated risks by using the site-specific
historical hydroclimatic data and soil data using coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological finite
element code. This dissertation will develop a real-time prediction of the stability of earth
slopes and the mechanical behavior of buried structures subjected to several extreme
hydroclimatic events and natural hazards. The developed prediction based on the sitespecific hydroclimatic data and soil data can be used to give early warning to the people
and to take precautions to reduce the socio-economic loss.
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The response of earth slopes and buried pipes are highly uncertain, especially when
subjected to extreme hydroclimatic changes and natural hazards. The uncertainties
associated with these systems exist not only in soil properties and material properties but
also in the loads induced by hydroclimatic changes and natural hazards. Therefore,
estimating the stability and deformation behavior of earth slopes and mechanical behavior
of buried pipes under natural hazards using coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological finite
element code is important.
1.2 OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study is to understand the effect of extreme hydroclimatic
events on the stability and deformation behavior of geotechnical systems using coupled
Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element code.
The following are the objectives of this study.
•

To understand the stability and deformation behavior of earth slopes
subjected to natural and man-made hazards using coupled GeotechnicalHydrological finite element code.

•

To understand the effect of heavy rainfall, flooding, leakage, and soil
erosion on the behavior of buried stormwater pipe using coupled
Geotechnical-Hydrologicl finite element code.

•

To improve the accuracy of a widely used constitutive model and implement
it within a coupled finite element code to understand the impacts of extreme
hydroclimatic events on geotechnical systems.
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•

To develop a probability-based method (Monte Carlo simulation and firstorder reliability method) to predict the failure of slopes subjected to heavy
rainfall.

•

To understand the stability and deformation behavior of earth slopes
subjected to heavy rainfall, toe erosion induced by the flood, and earthquake
using coupled Geotechnical- Hydrological finite element code.

1.3 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION
The dissertation consists of six chapters. The introduction is presented in Chapter
1, which consists of the introduction and organization of the entire dissertation. In Chapter
2, the coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element procedure was used to estimate
the stability and deformation of the slope subjected to natural and manmade hazards.
Initially, the fully coupled flow-deformation FEM, PLAXIS 2D, was validated against the
LEM, Slide 2D, and field investigations. Then the stability and deformation behavior of
the slope was estimated for single scenarios of rainfall, excavation, and earthquake and
combined scenarios rainfall-excavation and rainfall-earthquake. Finally, a parametric study
was conducted by varying the friction angle of the slope soil by plus one standard deviation
(+1 SD) and minus one (-1 SD) with 10% covariance to estimate the stability. This work
is published in the 2022 issue of the International Journal of Geomechanics (Vickneswaran
and Ravichandran 2022).
In Chapter 3, the behavior of stresses that can develop in the buried concrete pipe
and changes in subgrade support capacities due to events such as flooding due to heavy
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rainfall, soil infiltration, leakage of the pipe, and soil erosion as a result of pipe failure were
estimated. The evaluation includes modeling and analyzing the individual effect of
flooding, soil infiltration, and leakage, the combined effect of two events flooding and
leakage, soil infiltration and leakage, flooding and soil infiltration, flooding, soil
infiltration, and leakage, and flooding, soil infiltration, and soil erosion. This work is
published in the 2021 issue of the Journal of Pipeline Systems Engineering and Practice
(Vickneswaran et al. 2021).
In Chapter 4, the linear elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model was
modified by updating the elastic modulus and the yield criterion based on the degree of
saturation and/matric suction. The modified model was implemented in PLAXIS 2D to
analyze selected geotechnical problems under extreme hydroclimatic events.
In Chapter 5, the probabilistic analysis of slope failure subjected to rainfall was
estimated using the Monte-Carlo simulation and first-order reliability method. Initially, the
finite element analysis was carried out for different slope ratios, friction angles, rainfall
intensities, and durations. Then the obtained factors of safety were used to propose a
mathematical model using the response surface method. Finally, the equation proposed
from the response surface method was used to predict the probability of failure using
Monte-Carlo simulation and the first-order reliability method.
In Chapter 6, the coupled Geotechnical- Hydrological FEM, PLAXIS, was used to
investigate the stability and deformation behavior of slopes subjected to natural hazards
such as heavy rainfall, earthquake, and toe erosion induced by the flood. Further, several
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parametric studies were conducted to investigate the effect of rainfall parameters (intensity
and duration), initial degree of saturation of the slope, and ground motion parameters (peak
ground acceleration, mean period, Arias intensity, and bracketed duration) on the
deformation behavior and stability of slopes.
Finally, the overall summary of the conclusions and the recommendations for future
research studies are provided in Chapter 7 of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2 STABILITY AND DEFORMATION RESPONSES OF
SLOPES SUBJECTED TO POTENTIAL NATURAL AND MANMADE HAZARDS SCENARIOS
2.1 ABSTRACT
Multiple hazards such as rainfall, earthquake, and excavation may occur
simultaneously, and the stability (factor of safety) and deformation (movement) behaviors
must be investigated to prevent loss of life and properties. In this study, the stability and
deformation behaviors of earth slopes subjected to the individual and simultaneous
occurrence of these events are investigated using a coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological
finite element method (FEM). First, the finite-element model was validated against a case
history and a widely used limit-equilibrium method (LEM) considering site-specific soil
properties and rainfall records. The shape and the size of the critical failure surface obtained
from the field investigation coincided well with those calculated using FEM and LEM.
Also, the predicted onset of slope failure (after eight days of rainfall) coincided well with
the real-time occurrence of the slope failure. The validated finite-element model was then
used to predict the stability and deformation responses of earth slopes subjected to several
possible scenarios, including individual and simultaneous occurrences of these events. The
rainfall–excavation scenario indicated that the slope would have failed two days before the
recorded time if the slope had a vertical cut width of 4.25 m. The rainfall–earthquake
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hazard scenario caused the slope to move horizontally by 799 mm. The1 parametric study
conducted by varying the friction angle of the slope soil by ±one standard deviation (STD)
with 10%covariance showed that the slope would have failed one day later and two days
prior to the mean friction angle, respectively, when subjected to rainfall. Also, varying the
friction angle by +1 STD and -1 STD failed the slope for 0.5 m above and 0.4 m below the
cut width for the slope with mean friction angle when subjected to excavation, respectively.
Further, the percent increase in the horizontal movement of the slope soil with friction
angle by +1 STD and -1 STD compared to mean friction angle was 56% and 18%,
respectively, when subjected to earthquake.
2.2 INTRODUCTION
Earth slopes are part of many critical systems such as earth dams, levees, and
highway embankments. Several communities and critical infrastructures are built on,
above, or at the toe of earth slopes. Records show that many natural and man-made hazards
cause slope failures resulting in significant damage to these critical infrastructures.
Understanding the stability and the deformation behaviors of such slopes is essential for
building sustainable and resilient infrastructures. In the U.S, each year, an average of 2550 people are killed by slope failures, and two billion dollars a year is spent on the damages
caused by these failures (USGS 2019). Most of these slope failures are induced by natural
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and man-made hazards like heavy rainfall, earthquake, and loss of support at the toe due to
erosion and/or excavation. It is crucial to understand the stability (safety) and deformation
(serviceability) behavior of earth slopes when subjected to single and multiple scenarios of
these events.
The infiltration during heavy rainfall increases the weight of the sliding mass and,
at the same time, decreases the shear strength of the failure surface once the water reaches
the critical slip surface. Among the slope failures that occurred in China, 90% of those
were induced by rainfall (Li et al. 2004). The failure of the dams and levee systems
following Hurricane Katrina and other major hurricanes resulted in massive impacts on the
economy, with billions of dollars in damages and thousands of lives lost (Townsend 2006).
In May 2017, more than 90 people were killed due to the landslide in Bellana, Kalutara
district in Sri Lanka. The failure is attributed to the heavy monsoon rainfall that lasted three
days (Athas 2017). There is a coincidence between the rainy season and the period when
slope failures occur in South Korea (Lee et al. 2016). It was found that the occurrence of
slope failures is affected more by three-day cumulative rainfall than one-day rainfall (Lee
et al. 2016).
Earthquake is another common cause for slope failures. Several earthquakeinduced slope failures have been reported in the literature (Lin et al. 2006; Tang et al.
2011). The Wenchuan earthquake on May 12th, 2008, triggered massive landslides, and a
subsequent intense rainfall prompted the development of new landslides (Tang et al. 2011).
Although the occurrence of rainfall may not be correlated with earthquakes, these events
may occur simultaneously and cause failure due to the combined effect of earthquakes and
8

rainfall. An earthquake with consequent rainfall poses a threat to slope stability (Chen et
al. 2020). Chen et al. (2020) analyzed the stability of slopes under continuous rainfall after
an earthquake considering seismic load, infiltration in unsaturated soils, and improved
plant reinforcement technology using GeoStudio software. Their results indicated that the
earthquake is accelerated at the top of the slope, and the stability of the slope is ultimately
caused by permanent damage due to seismic load and secondary damage on account of
heavy rainfall.
Cutting and filling on slopes are common construction activities for building roads
and other infrastructure systems on slopes. A number of excavation (cutting)-induced slope
failures were reported in the literature (European Geosciences Union 2018; Rupke et al.
2007; Erginal et al. 2008). Kaleel and Reeza (2017) conducted a study to identify the causes
of the slope failure in Badulla District, Sri Lanka. Their study indicated that 60% of the
slope failures were attributed induced by improper land use, unplanned infrastructure,
improper cultivation, deforestation, Chena cultivation, and making roads and dams. This
study indicated that most of the slope failures in the study area are induced by improper
cutting and filling. Therefore, prior estimation of the stability and the deformation behavior
of the slope should be carried out in order to avoid the slope failures induced by improper
cutting and filling.
Recently, geologists have documented earthquakes with a low magnitude after
heavy rainfall in Germany, Switzerland, and France (Brahic 2008). This indicates the
possible threats to slope failures caused by several scenarios of hazards. Vickneswaran and
Ravichandran (2020) investigated the stability of earth slope subjected to single and multi9

hazards using PLAXIS 2D. Their study showed that the slope movements due to dual
hazards of earthquake after rainfall and toe erosion after rainfall were higher than the single
hazard of rainfall, erosion, and earthquake. Their study didn’t include a validation of the
slope failure with site-specific soil parameters and rainfall intensity using LEM and FEM.
Fredlund et al. (1978) initiated a study to analyze the stability of the earth slopes
considering the unsaturated soil mechanics principles. Matric suction, a parameter that
affects the strength and deformation behavior of soil, must be systematically incorporated
to understand the onset of failure, stability, and deformation behavior of the slope.
Therefore, the temporal variation of the factor of safety can be predicted using such coupled
theories considering site-specific geotechnical and hydrological data. The results from
such a realistic analysis could be used for taking safety measures to reduce the damage if
an event were to occur. The lack of previous studies on estimating the temporal variation
of stability and deformation behaviors of earth slopes subjected to several scenarios of
natural and man-made hazards using coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological FEM to
minimize the catastrophic damages caused by slope failures is a major motive of this study.
In this study, a coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological FE software (PLAXIS 2D) was
used to estimate the stability and deformation behavior of earth slopes subjected to several
scenarios of hazards such as heavy rainfall, earthquake, and excavation. Initially, the fully
coupled flow-deformation FEM, PLAXIS 2D, was validated against the LEM, Slide 2D,
and field investigations. Then the stability and deformation behavior of the slope was
estimated for single scenarios of rainfall, excavation, and earthquake and combined
scenarios rainfall-excavation and rainfall-earthquake. Finally, a parametric study was
10

conducted by varying the friction angle of the slope soil by plus one standard deviation (+1
SD) and minus one (-1 SD) with 10% covariance to estimate the stability and deformation
of the slope subjected to rainfall, excavation, and earthquake.
2.3 COUPLED HYDRO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF EARTH SLOPES
The time-dependent stability and deformation behaviors of earth slope subjected to
rainfall must be investigated using a coupled flow-deformation formulation because the
strength and deformation parameters vary with the degree of saturation and/or matric
suction of the soil. The coupled flow-deformation governing equations are developed based
on physical laws such as mass balance and momentum balance. Finite element equations
are then derived and implemented. Among a few codes available in the literature, PLAXIS
was used in this study. The details of the critical governing equations and the coupling
procedures are discussed below.
2.3.1 Fully coupled flow-deformation model
The flow of water, in general, three-phase media, is represented by the well-known
Richards equation and is represented in Equation 2.1 (Dogan and Motz 2005). Readers can
refer to the PLAXIS manual (PLAXIS 2019) and the co-author’s previous work
(Ravichandran and Muraleetharan 2009; Ravichandran 2009) on the derivation of
governing equations for multiphase porous media, finite element formulation, and
implementation.
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(2.1)

where Kx, Ky, and Kz are permeability coefficients in x, y, and z directions,
respectively, C ( h ) is the specific moisture capacity, h is the hydraulic head, S is the
degree of saturation, and S s is the specific storage. By neglecting the compressibility of
the solid particles, the specific storage can be expressed as shown in Equation 2.2.
Ss =

n w g
Kw

(2.2)

where n is the porosity and K w is the bulk modulus of water. For the deformation analysis,
the linear momentum equation is presented in Equation 2.3.

LT (  + Se pw m ) +  g = 0

(2.3)

Where  is the density of the porous media given by  = (1 − n ) s + nS w , pw is
the water pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration vector,   is the effective stress, S e
is the effective saturation, m is the Kronecker delta, and L is the differential operator.
Considering infinitesimal strain formulation for strain-displacement relationships and
incremental form for stress-strain, the following equation (Equation 2.4) can be derived.

LT  M ( Ldu ) + Se pw m  + d (  g ) = 0

(2.4)

where M is the material stress-strain matrix, and u is the displacement vector.
The flow and deformation formulations (continuity and equilibrium) are then
coupled to take into account the interaction between the bulk phases. Following the
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standard finite element procedure for spatial discretization, considering the solid skeleton
displacements and the pore water pressure as the nodal variables, the matrix form of the
equation (Equation 2.5) is derived. The temporal discretization is applied during the
solution of the finite element equation. Several boundary conditions, including infiltration
(inflow) and evaporation (outflow) that are independent of deformation boundary
conditions and important for this study, are implemented in PLAXIS and readily available
for use. Readers can refer to the PLAXIS manual (PLAXIS 2019) and the co-author’s
previous work (Ravichandran and Muraleetharan 2009; Ravichandran 2009) on the
derivation of governing equations finite element formulation and implementation.

K

 C

 dv 
dfu 
Q   dt  0 0   v  


=

  p  =  dt 
d
p
0
H
− S   w  
  w  G + q 
p

 dt 

(2.5)

where K is the stiffness matrix, H is the permeability matrix, Q and C are the
coupling matrices, and S is the compressibility matrix, G is a vector in which the effect
of gravity on flow in the vertical direction is considered, f u s the load vector v is the nodal
displacement vector, q p is the flux on boundaries.
2.3.2 Soil water characteristics curve and relative hydraulic conductivity
In this study, the van Genuchten (1980) model was used to describe the hydraulic
behavior of unsaturated soils. The van Genuchten function relating the saturation to the
matric suction is shown in Equation 2.6.
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S () − Sres
= 1 + ( g a   gn
( S sat − Sres )





gc

(2.6)

where S () is the degree of saturation, Sres is the residual degree of saturation,
Ssat is the degree of saturation at a fully saturated state,  is the matric suction, g a is a

fitting parameter related to the air entry value of the soil, g n is a fitting parameter related
to the rate of water extraction from the soil once air entry value has been exceeded, and g c
is another fitting parameter related to g n as, gc = (1 − gn ) / gn .
It is a common practice to represent the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity ( kunsat )
as a product of saturated hydraulic conductivity ( k sat ) and relative hydraulic conductivity
( kr ), as shown in Equation 2.7. Mualem-van Genuchten (Mualem 1976; van Genuchten
1980) proposed the model, as shown in Equation 2.8, for the relative hydraulic conductivity
based on the corresponding SWCC.

kunsat = kr ksat
g n −1


gn
gn




kr ( S ) = ( Se ) gl 1 − 1 − Segn −1  


 
 



(2.7)
2

(2.8)



where S e is the effective degree of saturation  i.e., Se =
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S − Sres 
.
S sat −Sres 

2.3.3 Constitutive model
Accurate prediction of the deformation behavior of any geotechnical system using
the FEM requires a mathematical model that represents the stress-strain behavior of the
soil accurately. Soils typically show nonlinear behavior even at low strain values, and
therefore a nonlinear elastoplastic stress-strain model is required for accurate prediction.
In this study, the stress-strain behavior of the soil was represented by the nonlinear
elastoplastic Hardening Soil (HS) model. The HS model that shows continuous modulus
reduction with strain is more appropriate than the simple Mohr-Coulomb model that shows
linear elastic perfectly plastic behavior. The HS model fits the observed laboratory
nonlinear stress-strain behavior reasonably well (PLAXIS 2019; Yang et al. 2002; Youwai
et al. 2003) when subjected to monotonic load. A schematic of the stress-strain relationship
of the HS model with key model parameters is shown in Figure 2.1 (where Eur is the
unloading-reloading modulus E50 is the secant modulus and Ei is the initial stiffness). The
key input parameters of the HS model in PLAXIS 2D are (a) secant modulus at 50% of the
ref
ref
failure stress ( E 50
), (b) tangent modulus for primary oedometer loading ( E oed
), (c)

ref
unloading/reloading modulus ( E ur
), which is calculated from Eur , (d) power of stress

level dependency of modulus ( m ), (e) effective cohesion ( c ), (f) effective friction angle (
  ), and (g) Poisson's ratio ( ). All the moduli are corresponding to the reference (ref)

confining pressure of 100 kPa ( p
ref

ref

).

ref

ref

The calculation of E 50 , E ur , and E oed is shown in Equation 2.9.
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ref
E 50 =

E 50
  3 + c cot  
 ref

  + c cot  

m

ref
E ur =

;

E ur
  3 + c cot  
 ref

  + c cot  

;

m

E oed =

E oed

ref

  1 + c cot  
 ref

  + c cot  

m

(2.9)

where E50 is the confining stress-dependent stiffness modulus for primary loading,

E ur is the modulus for unloading and reloading, E oed is the tangent stiffness modulus for
primary loading,  1 is the major principal stress,  3 is the minor principal stress, and

 ref is the reference stress.
Deviatoric stress (q)
Asymptote
qf

0.5qf

Failure line
Ei
E50

Eur

Strain (e )

Figure 2.1. Schematic of the stress-strain curve for the HS model
2.4 CASE STUDY AND MODEL VALIDATION
Although PLAXIS is a verified computer program, it must be validated against
problem-specific case studies to ensure the modeling techniques are current. Among the
many case histories available in the literature, the authors have used the slope failed in
Meeriyabedda, Sri Lanka, in 2014 to validate the numerical model and further investigate
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the impacts of several scenarios on the stability and deformation behavior of the earth
slopes.
2.4.1 Case Study
One of the most hazardous slope failures in Sri Lanka occurred in the Meeriyabedda
area on October 29th, 2014, at around 7:30 am. JICA Technical Cooperation for Landslide
Mitigation Project (TCLMP) conducted the survey seven days after the slope failure. This
survey's objectives were to understand the overall view of the slope failure from the top
and identify the effect and risk of secondary disaster when the area has heavy rain in the
near future. The survey summarized that the number of deaths was 12, the number of
missing was 22, and significant damages to the properties were caused by the landslide.
The slope where the failure occurred was divided into three parts as upper, middle, and
lower slope, according to the JICA Technical Cooperation (2014), as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Cross-section of the Meeriyabedda slope failure (JICA Technical
Cooperation 2014)
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2.4.2 Soil properties and stress-strain model parameters
Lakmali et al. (2016) collected soil samples from the Meeriyabedda slope failure
area and conducted series of laboratory tests to determine the soil properties. The soil is
classified as poorly graded sand (SP) according to the Unified Soil Classification System
(USCS) based on the sieve analysis carried out by Lakmali and Priyankara (2016). The
properties of the soil adopted from Lakmali et al. (2016) are shown in Table 2.1. The input
parameters required for the HS model were determined by calibrating the HS model with
the Mohr-Coulomb model. The calibration was performed using the experimental data
from the literature for the HS model and the procedure outlined in the PLAXIS 2D material
ref

model manual. The calibration of the HS model resulted in the input parameters of E 50 =
ref

ref

30,000 kN/m2, E oed = 31,206 kN/m2, and E ur = 90,000 kN/m2.
Table 2.1. Material properties
General properties
Value
3
Saturated unit weight (kN/m )
18.9
3
Unsaturated unit weight (kN/m )
15.7
2
Saturated Young's modulus (M.N./m )
30
Poisson's ratio
0.3
Friction angle (Degrees)
30
2
Cohesion (kN/m )
5

2.4.3 SWCC model and model parameters
The matric suction-degree of saturation relationship is represented by the van
Genuchten model (van Genuchten 1980). The SWCC model parameters were obtained
from the PLAXIS manual for the same soil type (SP). The graphical representation of the
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SWCC and the calibrated model parameters for the failed slope are shown in Figure 2.3 (a)
and Table 2.2, respectively. Figure 2.3(b) shows the variation of hydraulic conductivity

1.1
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with the matric suction for the failed slope.
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Figure 2.3. (a) Saturation and (b) Hydraulic conductivity vs. Matric suction
Table 2.2. van Genuchten parameters
Groundwater parameters
Residual water content
Saturated water content

Value
0.1
1.0

Fitting parameter for air entry value, α (m-1)

14.5

Fitting parameter, n
Void ratio

2.68
0.84

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (m/day)

7.13

2.4.4 Rainfall intensity and duration
According to the data obtained from the rain gauge in Meeriyabedda estate, which
is 1 km away from the landslide area, the rainfall accumulated over 120 mm from October
27th to November 07th, 2014, was the main triggering factor that caused the slope failure.
The rainfall hydrograph corresponding to the rainfall that induced the landslide obtained
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from Jayamali et al. (2017) is shown in Figure 2.4. The rainfall intensity corresponding to
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October 29th triggered the landslide (Jayamali et al. 2017).
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Figure 2.4. Rainfall data recorded at Meeriyabedda estate (Jayamali et al. 2017, 0
denotes October 21st, 2014)
2.4.5 Validation 1: Observed and predicted failure surface geometry
This section of the paper validates the critical slip surfaces estimated by fully
coupled flow-deformation FEM (PLAXIS 2D) with the critical slip surface observed at the
site by JICA Technical cooperation (2014) and LEM (Slide 2D). The details of the
validation are discussed below.
2.4.5.1 Simulation domain
The simulation domain shown in Figure 2.5 was modeled in PLAXIS 2D and Slide
2D depending on the geometry estimated by JICA Technical cooperation (2014) using the
soil properties corresponding to the fully saturated state. The simulation domain of length
1000 m and height of 250 m was used. Three different slopes with angles of 12.170 (lower
slope), 8.810 (middle slope), and 18.630 (upper slope) were modeled, as shown in Figure
2.5.
20

Figure 2.5. Simulation domain created in PLAXIS, and Slide based on the model
proposed by the JICA Technical Cooperation
2.4.5.2 Fully coupled finite element modeling (PLAXIS 2D)
A two-dimensional plane strain model was used to represent the earth slope
shown in Figure 2.5 in PLAXIS 2D. The simulation domain was discretized spatially using
15-Node triangular plane strain elements, and the mesh near the slope was refined for
accurate results. A total of 12420 elements with 100865 nodes have been used. The gravity
loading function was used to generate the initial stresses by applying the self-weight of the
slope. The deformation boundaries and groundwater flow boundaries were assigned to the
model according to the site conditions. The deformation boundaries used in the analysis
restrain deformations of the vertical sides against translation in the x-direction and the base
of the model against translation in both x and y directions. The flow boundaries were
assigned such that the flow through the base and vertical sides of the domain is restricted
by applying closed flow boundary conditions. The groundwater table was applied at a depth
of 16 m from the ground surface. The suction at the groundwater table was 0 kPa and
increased along with the slope height, and reached a maximum value of 136 kPa at the top
of the slope.
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2.4.5.3 Limit equilibrium modeling (Slide 2D)
Slide 2D software was developed by Rocscience Inc. Toronto, Canada, and used
for stability analysis for soil and rock slopes. Slide 2D uses LEM to evaluate the stability
of circular or non‐circular failure surfaces. The simulation domain is shown in Figure 2.5
with the critical slip surface selected from the auto‐refined search option with non-circular
surface type by defining 20 divisions along the slope, ten circles per division, and 50
iterations were modeled in Slide 2D. Bishop's simplified method was used for the
calculation of the factor of safety (FoS).
2.4.5.4 Analysis and validation
The critical slip surfaces obtained from PLAXIS and Slide are shown in Figures
2.6 and 2.7, respectively. The critical slip surface proposed by JICA Technical Cooperation
(2014) coincided well with the one estimated by the fully coupled flow-deformation FEM,
PLAXIS. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show that the critical slip surfaces obtained from the FEM
were more accurate than the critical slip surface obtained from the LEM. The FoS obtained
from Slide and PLAXIS were 1.412 and 1.40, respectively. The FoS computed from the
FEM (PLAXIS) was compared with that of the LEM (Slide 2D) to validate the FEM-based
approach before conducting fully coupled analyses by applying rainfall, earthquake, and
excavation.
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Figure 2.6. The critical slip surface obtained from PLAXIS compared with the JICA
Technical Cooperation (2014) (Figure 2.2)

Figure 2.7. The critical slip surface obtained from Slide 2018 compared with the
JICA Technical Cooperation (2014) (Figure 2.2)
2.4.6 Validation 2: Observed and predicted onset of failure during rainfall
Strip Validation 1 revealed that PLAXIS predicted the critical slip surface closer to
the observed critical slip surface in the field. Therefore, for further analysis, PLAXIS was
used to analyze the stability of slopes with nonlinear stress-strain behavior and coupled
hydro-mechanical behavior, which cannot be performed using LEM.
The coupled hydro-mechanical analysis needs a small-time increment to capture
the variation in deformation and pore water pressure, leading to a longer computational
time. Therefore, simplifying the model would help to analyze the effect of rainfall on the
upper slope more accurately with comparatively less time. The simplified simulation
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domain and the dimensions are shown in Figure 2.8. The model shown in Figure 2.8
represents the upper slope with a slope angle of 18.630, shown in Figure 2.5, where the
landslide occurred in Meeriyabedda, Sri Lanka. The deformation and flow boundaries were
assigned as described in the Validation 1 section. In addition to these boundaries, an inflow
boundary with a rainfall hydrograph shown in Figure 2.4 was applied at the ground surface
and slope surface to simulate rainfall. A total of 16359 elements with 132399 nodes have
been used. The nodes N1, N2, and N3 were selected such that N1, N2, and N3 lie on the
crest, midpoint, and toe of the slope, respectively.
The FEM was validated by applying the rainfall hydrograph shown in Figure 2.4
corresponding to the real-time occurrence of the slope failure in Meeriyabedda. The FoStime history obtained from PLAXIS at the end of heavy rainfall indicated that the FoS
reached a minimum value after 8-days of rainfall, inducing slope failure. The initial FoS of
1.412 of the slope was reduced to a value of 0.98 (30 %) after 8-day of heavy rainfall. The
results indicated that the onset of failure predicated by PLAXIS 2D coincided well with
the observed real-time slope failure, where the slope in Meeriyabedda failed on October
29th (the 8th day of heavy rainfall). The results indicated that the PLAXIS 2D could be
used to predict the real-time occurrence of slope failures with site-specific soil properties
and rainfall records.
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Figure 2.8. Simplified finite element simulation domain used in PLAXIS 2D

9

Figure 2.9. Variation of FoS with time for rainfall
The spatial and temporal variation of matric suction along the slope due to the
heavy rainfall is presented in Figures 2.10 (a)-(e). The results indicated that the pore water
pressure increases at all depths, which resulted in the decrease of matric suction due to the
continuous rainfall infiltration. Matric suction changes quickly from the initial value of 136
kPa to 0 kPa at the ground surface once the rainfall infiltration was applied. The small drop
in the FoS at the end of four days emphasizes that the wetting front passed the critical slip
surface at the end of four days of rainfall. This can be seen from the matric suction contours
in Figure 2.10 (c), where the value of contour line B (below critical slip surface) reached 0
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kPa. At the end of six days, the value of matric suction from the ground surface to the toe
of the slope reached 0 kPa indicating that the water infiltrated to a depth of 12 m. This
change in matric suction at the end of six days reduced the FoS significantly. Figure 2.9
shows that the FoS of the slope remained almost constant until six days and reduced
suddenly afterward. This observation can be related to the spatial and temporal variation
of matric suction at the end of six days. At the end of eight days, when the slope failed, the
matric suction throughout the slope reduced to 0 kPa, and the groundwater table increased
by 6 m (Figure 2.10 (e)). This increment in the groundwater table could be the possible
reason for the spurts of the groundwater table observed near the toe of the slope by JICA
Technical Cooperation (2014) after the landslide.
Figure 2.11 shows the progression of the slope soil with duration due to the heavy
rainfall along the critical slip surface. The results indicated that on the day of the landslide,
the soil mass completely moved towards the toe of the slope. The average depth from the
heigh of head scrap estimated from PLAXIS at the end of eight days was 13.75 m, and the
average depth estimated by JICA Technical Cooperation (2014) was 15 m. Figure 2.12
shows the critical slip surfaces of the slope at the initial stage and during failure (at the end
of eight days). The results indicated that the critical slip surface during failure was wider
than the initial critical slip surface. Although the initial critical slip surface and the slip
surface during failure were non-circular slip surfaces, the initial critical slip surface was
more of a toe failure, whereas the slip surface during failure was a base failure. Figure 2.12
indicates that at a depth of 10.5 m, the critical slip surface during failure was approximately
2 m deeper than the initial critical slip surface.
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Figure 2.10. Variation of matric suction along the slope at the end of (a) zero (no
rainfall), (b)two, (c) four, (d) six, and (e)eight days of rainfall (failure)
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Figure 2.11. Progression of the soil mass along the slope due to heavy rainfall
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Figure 2.12. Critical slip surfaces at the initial condition and after the failure of the
slope
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The deformation analysis of the slope using PLAXIS showed that the variation of
horizontal deformation of the slope was higher than the variation of vertical deformation.
Therefore, the horizontal deformation-time history was used for further analysis. Figure
2.13 (a) shows the horizontal deformation at the selected nodes N1, N2, and N3. The
deformation of the slope exhibited peak value on the 8th day of rainfall. The maximum
horizontal deformation of 55 mm was observed near the slope toe (N3).
To capture the sudden increase in the horizontal deformation, which is not visibly
shown in Figure 2.13 (a) after the 8th day, the deformation-time history after eight days
was plotted in Figure 2.13 (b). An abrupt increase in the horizontal movement occurred
within 28 s after slope failure. The difference between the horizontal deformation at the
start of 0 s and the end of 28 s after the 8th day at N1, N2 and N3 were 15.7 mm, 20.3 mm,
and 25.5 mm, respectively. This indicates the possibility of excess slope movement during
slope failure causing damage to the buried structures and utilities. A study by
Vickneswaran et al. (2021) showed that an infiltration rate of 0.38 m/day induced
settlement of 11.57 mm in the soil, which in turn induced a deflection of 7.22 mm in the
buried concrete pipe at the end of three days. Therefore, a slope movement of 55 mm,
which is greater than 11.57 mm, will induce a significant deflection (greater than 7.22 mm)
on the buried pipes resulting in structural failure of the pipe. Therefore, this study indicates
the necessity of studying the deformation behavior along with the stability of the slope
during heavy rainfall. The previous studies validated that the simplified model could
estimate the critical slip surface and the duration of failure of the slope accurately with the
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FEM, PLAXIS 2D. Therefore, for further analysis, the simplified model was used to
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estimate the slope stability and deformation subjected to several scenarios.
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Figure 2.13. (a) Horizontal deformation-time history and (b) Horizontal
deformation-time history (zero denotes the start of the 8th day)
2.5 SLOPE PERFORMANCE UNDER POTENTIAL NATURAL AND MANMADE HAZARDS
The slopes being stable under the influence of one scenario can become unstable
due to another hazard's subsequent or simultaneous occurrence. An earthquake following
heavy rainfall or heavy rainfall in an excavated slope can worsen the stability of the slopes.
Therefore, the estimation of stability and deformation of slope subjected to excavation,
earthquake, rainfall-excavation, and rainfall-earthquake are discussed below in four
different scenarios.
2.5.1 Scenario 1: Slope behavior under excavation
The excavation was modeled by removing slices of soil near the toe of the slope
with different heights and widths, as shown in Figure 2.14. The limiting excavation height
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and the corresponding width were found by analyzing the stability of the slope for different
widths starting from 1 m to 6 m. The variation of the FoS against the width of excavation
is plotted in Figure 2.15. The initial FoS 1.412 prior to any excavations lowered to a value
of 0.85 (64.7 %) for an excavation width of 6 m. Although the slope fails at the excavation
width of 5.4 m (FoS = 1), the excavation width of 4.25 m was chosen for further analysis.
The major reason for not choosing 5.4 m is that there is no point in analyzing a slope that
has already failed. Therefore, for further analysis, the limiting height of 1.4 m and the
corresponding width of 4.25 m having a FoS greater than one was selected.
36 m

65 m

44 m

12 m
Height of excavation
Width of excavation

Factor of safety

Figure 2.14. Simplified
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Figure 2.15. Variation of FoS with the width of excavation

Figures 2.16 (a)-(f) show the horizontal deformation contours of the slope due to
the excavation of 1-6 m widths, respectively. Initially, when the excavation width was 1 m
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(Figure 16 (a)), deformation of 1.4 mm was observed near the toe of the slope, and the zone
of influence of the excavation was only up to a height of 4 m from the toe of the slope. In
the latter part, when the excavation width exceeded 2 m, the influence zone increased to
the top of the slope. The maximum deformation of 18.30 mm was observed at the top of
the slope when the excavation width was 6 m. Also, the horizontal deformation reached a
maximum value of 37.85 mm near the point of excavation for the width of 6 m.
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Figure 2.16. Progression

I: 1.6
K: 2.4
M:
3.2

of the slope movement due to the excavation near the slope
(displacements are in mm )

The analysis of excavation near the toe of the slope indicated that the width of
excavation has a greater impact on the movement of the slope and the stability of the slope.
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Although the excavation takes place at the toe of the slope, the movement of the entire
slope is affected by that excavation.
2.5.2 Scenario 2: Slope behavior under rainfall-excavation
Since the initial FoS for the simplified model was 1.412, which is close to 1, any
additional excavation to the slope is not desirable. But there may be situations when a lack
of studies on the initial conditions of the slope results in misleading interpretations.
Therefore, it is essential to analyze the stability of such excavated slopes subjected to heavy
rainfall. The rainfall hydrograph shown in Figure 4 was applied to the slope with an
excavation width of 4.25 m. The variation of FoS with time for the initial and the excavated
slope was plotted against time in Figure 2.17. The results indicated that the FoS of the slope
subjected to rainfall-excavation reduced below one after 5.5 days. It is crucial that for any
excavations, more than the considered excavation height and width can worsen the stability
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of the slope subjected to heavy rainfall.

Figure 2.17. Variation of FoS with time for rainfall and rainfall-excavation
Figure 2.18 shows the comparison of critical slip surfaces induced due to the
occurrence of rainfall, excavation, and rainfall-excavation. The critical slip surface due to
the application of excavation comparing to the slip surfaces obtained from rainfall and
rainfall-excavation was more of a planar slip surface. Also, the critical slip surface was
shallower than the critical surfaces obtained from rainfall and rainfall-excavation. Critical
slip surface obtained from the simultaneous occurrence of rainfall-excavation was 3.8 m
and 2.5 m deeper near the ground surface than the slip surfaces obtained from rainfall and
excavation, respectively. The results indicated that heavy rainfall on an excavated slope
deepens the critical slip surface on an average of 2.8 m than the critical slip surface obtained
from only rainfall.

Figure 2.18. Critical slip surface for rainfall, excavation, and rainfall-excavation
2.5.3 Scenario 3: Slope behavior under earthquake
Earthquakes can cause permanent damage by inducing large deformations, which
can induce failures in slopes and underground buried structures and utilities. Therefore, it
is important to analyze the horizontal movement of the slope under the impact of the
earthquake. The 1940 El-Centro earthquake, shown in Figure 2.19, that struck Imperial
Valley, California was used in this study. For the earthquake analysis, in addition to the
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deformation and flow boundaries, the standard earthquake boundaries were applied. The
standard earthquake boundaries used in PLAXIS 2D include viscous boundaries on the
vertical sides and a prescribed displacement with the acceleration-time history along the
bottom of the model. The variation of vertical and horizontal deformation with time for
the individual occurrence of an earthquake is shown in Figure 2.20. The maximum
horizontal and vertical deformations of 775.2 mm and 410.3 mm, respectively, were

Acceleration (m/s2)

observed at the top of the slope (N1) at the end of 20 s of the earthquake.
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Figure 2.19. 1940 El-Centro Earthquake acceleration-time history
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2.5.4 Scenario 3: Slope behavior under rainfall-earthquake
In the rainfall-earthquake analysis, the earthquake was applied after the six days of
heavy rainfall (the time at which the rainfall infiltrated to the toe of the slope), as shown in
Figure 2.21. Due to the limitations in the PLAXIS 2D, the FoS was not obtained for the
rainfall-earthquake analysis.
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Figure 2.21. Timeline for rainfall-earthquake
The variation of horizontal deformation for rainfall, earthquake, and rainfallearthquake is plotted in Figure 2.22. The results show that the slope was vulnerable when
the rainfall and earthquake were applied simultaneously. The maximum horizontal
deformation of 792.3 mm (7.6% increase in the displacement compared to the effect of the
only earthquake) was observed at the top of the slope when rainfall and earthquake were
applied simultaneously. The horizontal movements due to rainfall, earthquake, and
rainfall-earthquake were 55 mm, 775.2 mm, and 792.3 mm, respectively. When the slope
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is subjected to rainfall and earthquake simultaneously, the slope will become vulnerable to

Horizontal disp. (mm)

failure compared to that of the individual occurrence of rainfall and earthquake.
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Figure 2.22. Horizontal deformation for single hazards rainfall and earthquake, and
combined hazard rainfall and earthquake
2.6 PARAMETRIC STUDY
A parametric study was carried out to estimate the effect of friction angle on the
stability of the slope. The details of these studies and the results are presented below. The
simplified geometry shown in Figure 2.8 was used for the parametric studies. The
traditional method for calculating the FoS does not consider the uncertainty in the slope
soil properties. In this paper, the effect of friction angle on the stability and deformation
behavior of the slope under rainfall, earthquake, and excavation. The possible variation in
friction angle (   ) in sandy soil was estimated by assuming a covariance (COV) of 10%
(Phoon 2008) and a mean of 300. These statistical parameters resulted in a standard
deviation of 3° and the variation between 270 and 330 for the effective friction angle when
considering ±1 SD.
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2.6.1 Slope behavior under rainfall
Initially, the effect of friction angle on the stability of the slope subjected to rainfall
was investigated by varying the friction angle by ±1 SD. The rainfall hydrograph shown in
Figure 2.4 was used for the analysis. Figure 2.23 shows that the slope with friction angle
270 (-1 SD) failed on the sixth day, while the slope with friction angle 330 (+1 SD) failed
on the ninth day of rainfall. It can be concluded from the study that, in the future, if the
slope used in the case study is subjected to heavy rainfall closer to the rainfall intensity that
induced landslide, then the slope might fail on or before the sixth day. Therefore, people
should be alerted as soon as possible to avoid the loss of lives and properties. Also, if the
slope soil can be replaced by sol with a friction angle of 330 or higher, the failure can be
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Figure 2.23. Variation of fos with time for rainfall with +1 SD, mean, and -1 SD of
friction angle
2.6.2 Slope behavior under excavation
The effect of friction angle on the FoS of the slope with several excavation widths
ranging from 1 m to 6 m was modeled. Such a variation represents the continuous
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excavation in the field and the variation of the safety of the slope. Figure 2.24 shows the
variation of FoS with the width of the excavation for different friction angles. The initial
FoS of 1.34 for the slope with friction angle 270 (-1 SD) was reduced to 1 for an excavation
width of 4.8 m. The initial FoS of 1.6 was reduced to 1 for an excavation width of 5.7 m
for the slope with a friction angle of 330 (-1 SD).
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Figure 2.24. Variation of fos with the width of excavation for +1 SD, mean, -1 SD of
friction angles.
2.6.3 Slope behavior under earthquake
The effect of friction angle on the slope's deformation behavior subjected to the
earthquake was investigated. The acceleration-time history of the earthquake used for the
analysis is shown in Figure 2.19. The computed vertical and horizontal displacements are
presented in Figure 2.25. The results indicated that the slope movement was highest for the
lowest friction angle. Maximum vertical and horizontal displacements of 570 mm and 1021
mm were obtained for the slope with a friction angle of 270. The percent increase in the
vertical and horizontal displacements for the friction angle of 270 compared to 300 was
39% and 56%, respectively. The percent decrease in the vertical and horizontal
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displacements for friction angle 330 compared to 300 was 19% and 18%, respectively. The
results indicated that the difference in the vertical and horizontal deformation for all three
friction angles with 4 s was smaller than the deformations obtained after 20 s of the
earthquake. This shows that no matter of the soil property, the deformation-induced during
the earthquake depends on the earthquake's magnitude.
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Figure 2.25. Vertical and horizontal displacement- time histories for different
friction angles
2.7 CONCLUSION
This study used the coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element procedure to
estimate the failure of the slope subjected to multiple hazards. Initially, the FEM was
validated against the field investigations of a case study and LEM considering site-specific
soil properties and rainfall records. The results indicated that the fully coupled flowdeformation FEM (PLAXIS 2D) estimated the critical slip surface and the duration of the
failure closer to the field observation. The FoS of 1.412 was reduced to 0.98 (30%) on the
8th day of rainfall which coincided well with the real-time occurrence of landslide in
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Meeriyabedda, and horizontal movement of 55 mm was induced near the toe of the slope
during the failure. On validating the model in PLAXIS, further analyses were carried out
for estimating the stability and the deformation of the slope subjected to several scenarios.
The excavation of the slope at the toe with a width of 6 m and a height of 2 m
showed that the FoS reduced from 1.412 to a minimum value of 0.85 (64.7%). The
application of heavy rainfall on an excavated slope with an excavation height of 1.4 m and
corresponding width of 4.25 m showed that the FoS reduced to 0.9 at the end of the six
days of rainfall. The rainfall followed by an earthquake-induced maximum horizontal
deformation of 792.3 mm at the top of the slope. Therefore, the study indicated that the
combination of several scenarios of hazards could worsen the stability of the slopes and
provoke massive mass movements in the slopes.
The estimated slope failure can vary with the shear strength properties. Therefore,
the friction angle of the slope was varied with a COV of 10% and a standard deviation (SD)
of ±1. The parametric study showed that the slope would have failed one day later and two
days before the mean friction angle, when the friction angle was varied by +1 SD and -1
SD, respectively, when subjected to rainfall. Also, when the friction angle was varied by 1 SD and +1 SD, the slope failed when the cut widths were 0.5 m above and 0.4 m below
the cut width for the slope with mean friction angle when subjected to excavation,
respectively. Further, the percent increase in the horizontal movement of the slope soil with
friction angle by +1 SD and -1 SD compared to mean friction angle was 56% and 18%,
respectively, when subjected to earthquake.
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Coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element analysis with site-specific
geotechnical data and hazards such as heavy rainfall, earthquake, and excavation could be
performed to establish the relationship between FoS and the multiple hazards for effective
risk management. This study took the initiative to analyze the slopes subjected to several
scenarios of hazards. Future studies should be carried out to analyze the effect of rainfall
intensities corresponding to different return periods and the effect of ground motion
parameters to develop a relationship between FoS and different combinations of natural
hazards. The results of the analyses provide a valuable reference for identifying and
assessing potential hazardous scenarios to formulate disaster prevention and mitigation
strategies. For example, this procedure can establish early warning systems and evacuation
plans for a specific site.
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CHAPTER 3 IMPACTS OF EXTREME HYDROLOGICAL
EVENTS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF BURIED STORMWATER PIPE
3.1 ABSTRACT
This study focused on estimating 2the strength and deformation behavior of buried
concrete pipes subjected to heavy rainfall-induced flooding, soil infiltration, leaks from the
buried pipe, and erosion of the foundation soil. A sample stormwater pipe with a diameter
of 0.9 m, a thickness of 0.12 m, and a length of 5 m was considered for the investigation.
The maximum flood height and the rainfall intensity were chosen based on the record of
Hurricane Florence in September 2018. The soil properties were obtained from a soil report
for the Wilmington, North Carolina area. A coupled flow–deformation finite-element code
was used to investigate the impacts of single hazards (flooding, soil infiltration, and
leakage), two hazards (flooding and soil infiltration, flooding and leakage, and soil
infiltration and leakage), and three hazards (flooding, soil infiltration, and leakage and
flooding, soil infiltration, and erosion) at a time. Furthermore, several parametric studies
were carried out to examine the effect of embedment depth, flood head, infiltration rate,
and leakage rate on the behavior of the buried pipes. A maximum deflection, bending
moment, and shear force of 21.69 mm, 83.4 kNm/m, and 192.2 kN/m, respectively, were
observed at the top of the pipe when the longitudinal section was subjected to the
simultaneous occurrence of rainfall, flooding, and pipe leakage. The pipe deformation
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gradually increased with the increase in flood head, infiltration rate, and leakage rate and
decreased with the embedment depth
3.2 INTRODUCTION
Buried pipelines have played an important role in transporting oil, gas, water, and
other fluids and enhancing living standards. Many researchers have attempted to study how
buried pipes behave under different loading conditions. Most of the buried pipes fail when
the applied stresses exceed the structural strength of the pipe. A typical design of buried
pipes should consider internal and external loads, pipe characteristics, buried depth,
properties of the surrounding soil, and compaction quality. Soil movement is closely
related to seasonal hydroclimatic change and particularly to the moisture content of the
soil. There is clear statistical evidence that pipe failure is considerably affected by seasonal
moisture and temperature changes (Ibrahimi 2005; Jarrett et al. 2001; Rajani and Kleiner
2001). Previous studies focused on the behavior of the buried pipes assuming the soils are
in saturated condition and the influence of matric suction is ignored. However, intense
rainfall seasons causing flooding, water table rise, and leakage from the pipe may change
the moisture content of the backfill soil.
Mahmoudabadi and Ravichandran (2018) presented a novel procedure that
considers the site-specific hydrological parameters in the design of shallow foundation
design. Their study concluded that the foundation's conventional design overestimates the
foundation design parameters compared to the actual condition of the site locations for
extreme hydrological events. Cheng et al. (2021) proposed a numerical technique that
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provides a rigorous evaluation of the behavior of foundations in unsaturated soils, taking
into account the influence of matric suction. The results showed that the shallow
foundation's bearing capacity in both coarse-grained and fine-grained soils is significantly
influenced by the matric suction. Based on the previous studies, the matric suction, which
is a significant parameter of partially saturated conditions, had a significant effect on the
design of foundations.
During extreme rainfall, infiltration of water could lead to settlement or heaving in
soil, which can induce cracks and leaks in the pipe. An increase in the backfill soil
saturation increases the soil pressure applied to the pipe and reduces the soil support
provided to the pipe due to the decrease in the soil stiffness (Saadeldin et al. 2015).
Alzabeebee (2019) investigated the impact of the unsaturated and saturated backfill soil on
the behavior of pressurized and non-pressurized buried flexible and rigid pipes using 3-D
finite element analysis.

This study indicated that when the soil changes from an

unsaturated to saturated state, the wall stress increased by 5% and 18% for pressurized and
unpressurized pipes, respectively, and the maximum bending moment developed in the
wall increased by 9%. Saadeldin et al. (2015) concluded that the decrease in matric suction
resulted in upward displacement. When the volumetric water content (volume of water per
unit volume of soil) changes from 20% to 60%, the maximum soil displacements at the
ground surface and pipeline level were predicted to be 80 mm and 10 mm, respectively.
Therefore, further studies may be needed to understand the behavior of buried pipes due to
the changes in unsaturated soil conditions occurring during different weather conditions.
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Flooding during heavy rainfall can lead to leakage in buried pipes by inducing an
external load. Mostly leaks in the barrel of the pipe occur when the pipe capacity is
exceeded due to soil infiltration or blockage due to heavy rainfall. From the survey, it was
found that an average of 10% of water volume is lost with a standard deviation of 7.7%
from the input water (Folkman 2018). According to previous studies, about 25 to 30
breaks/ (100 miles)/year occur every year in the US (Grigg and Hess 2020; Deb et al. 2002).
Leakage in the pipe creates voids in the soil which can cause damages to highways and
buildings. Repairment of the cracked pipes and damaged structures can lead to a high cost.
Leakage in the underground pipeline can cause sinkholes. Leaking water from the pipe
erodes the soil surrounding the pipe and the soil can be carried by water flow into the pipe
through the leaks. This can lead to a cavity in the pipe and, in turn, reduces the bearing
capacity of the soil layer above the cavity, and the ground collapses and forms a sinkhole.
Leakage from both water and sewerage pipelines has a significant impact on ecology and
design, and currently, leakage is receiving little attention towards the design of buried pipes
(Burn et al. 1999). Therefore, it is essential to analyze the effect of leakage in the
performance of buried pipelines and the surrounding soil.
Research on the behavior of buried pipes under different weather conditions is
limited. The soil supporting the stormwater pipe can be fully saturated or unsaturated,
depending on the water table location. Hence it is essential to analyze the behavior of buried
pipes under unsaturated soil conditions and study the stresses developed on the pipe wall
due to the hydrological and leakage events. Such complicated soil-structure interaction
problems can be effectively analyzed using the finite element method. This study attempts
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to evaluate the behavior of stresses that can develop in the buried concrete pipe and changes
in subgrade support capacities due to events such as flooding due to heavy rainfall, soil
infiltration, leakage of the pipe, and soil erosion as a result of pipe failure. The evaluation
includes modeling and analyzing,
1. the individual effect of (a) flooding, (b) soil infiltration, and (c) leakage
2. the combined effect of two events (a) flooding and leakage, (b) soil
infiltration and leakage, and (c) flooding and soil infiltration
3. the combined effect of three events (a) flooding, soil infiltration, and
leakage and (b) flooding, soil infiltration, and soil erosion.
4. The behavior of the pipe is analyzed in terms of vertical deflection, bending
moment, and shear force of the pipe.
3.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
The impacts of rainfall, flooding, pipe leakage, and foundation soil erosion on the
structural behavior of buried pipes were investigated using a coupled flow-deformation
finite element code. A change in the degree of saturation of the soil due to the infiltration
of the rainwater and/or pipe leakage alters the strength and deformation properties of the
foundation soil (Saadeldin et al. 2015). Such a change can be led to unexpected
deformation in the pipe resulting in structural damage. Structural damage is also possible
due to flooding at the surface that adds overburden pressure to the buried pipes. A fully
coupled flow-deformation theory is necessary to accurately represent the actual problem in
which simultaneous development of deformations and pore pressures (pore air and water
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pressures with positive and negative values) occurs in the partially saturated soils subjected
to time-dependent changes in mechanical and hydrological loads and soil properties. Such
analysis takes into account unsaturated soil behavior and suction in the unsaturated zone
above the phreatic level.
3.3.1 Fully coupled flow-deformation model
One of the way to drive coupled flow-deformation is to develop deformation and
flow models separately and couple them to consider the effects of pore pressures (suction)
on the deformation behavior and deformation on the pore pressure development and
dissipation behavior. The governing equation for the deformation model implemented in
PLAXIS is shown in Equation 3.1. The deformation model is derived by considering the
body force, boundary traction, Bishop’s effective stress equation for the unsaturated soil,
and the stress-strain relationship.

Kv + Qpw = f u + r v
i

(3.1)

where K is the stiffness matrix, v is the nodal values of the displacements, Q is the
coupling matrix, pw is the pore water pressure, f u is the increment of the load vector, i is
the actual state, and r iv is the residual force vector (residual force vector should be equal to
zero if the solution of step i is accurate) ( PLAXIS 2D 2018).
The flow model results from using Green’s theorem to the Galerkin approach for
pore pressure by reducing the order of the equations, and the discretized mass conservation
equation results in the form shown in Equation 3.2.
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− Hp w − S

d pw
dt

+C

dv
= G + qp
dt

(3.2)

where H is the permeability matrix, G is the vector in which the effect of gravity
on flow in the vertical direction is considered, qp is the flux on boundaries, C is the
coupling matrix, and S is the compressibility matrix.
For coupling the flow and deformation, the displacements of the soil skeleton and
pore pressures were chosen as primary variables. The spatial discretization yields Equation
3.3, which is nonsymmetric. The symmetry of the system is restored by the time
differentiation, and Equation 3.4 is derived.
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−S   d p w  0 H  p w 
G + qp 
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(3.4)

3.3.2 Soil properties, constitutive model, and model parameters
Hurricane Florence produced a prolonged rainfall and significant flood in the
Coastal areas of the North and South Carolinas (Griffin et al. 2019). The storm evacuated
nearly 8,000 people, and 233 roads were shut down due to the flooding (Griffin et al. 2019).
This study was initiated after Hurricane Florence hit the Wilmington, NC, area in 2018.
Nearly 115000 homes in the Wilmington (shown in Figure 3.1) area are vulnerable to storm
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surge damage from hurricanes, and it is in seventh place among the eastern seaboard’s top
10 most threatened cities (Queram 2013). The geotechnical properties of the soil shown in
Table 3.1 represent the dense Sandy Silt Coastal Plain soil. For simplicity, it was assumed
that the pipe was buried in a homogeneous soil and the foundation soil, i.e., subgrade soil
laid as bedding material under the pipe, properties were the same as the properties of the
backfill soil to avoid the effect variation in soil properties due to soil layering on the
behavior of the pipe.

Imagery ©2021 TerraMetrics, Map data ©2021 Google

Figure 3.1. Site map of Wilmington, NC
The stress-strain behavior of the soil was represented by the elastoplastic Hardening
Soil (HS) model available in PLAXIS. The HS model considers the modulus reduction
with strain and fits the observed laboratory stress-strain behaviors reasonably well
(PLAXIS 2D 2018; Yang et al. 2002; Youwai and Bergado 2003). The advantage of using
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the HS model over the Mohr-Coulomb is not only the use of hyperbolic stress-strain
relationship but also the stress level dependency can be controlled in HS (PLAXIS 2D
2018). A schematic of the stress-strain relationship of the HS model is shown in Figure 3.2.
The key input parameters of the HS model in PLAXIS 2D are (a) secant modulus at 50%
ref
ref
of the failure stress ( E 50
), (b) tangent modulus for primary oedometer loading ( E oed
), (c)

ref
unloading/reloading modulus ( E ur
), which is calculated from the slope of the unloading-

reloading curve ( E ur ), (d) power of stress level dependency of modulus ( m ), (e) effective
cohesion ( c ), (f) effective friction angle (   ), (g) hydraulic conductivity ( k ), and (h)
Poisson's ratio ( ). All the moduli are corresponding to the reference confining pressure
of 100 kPa.
ref
ref
ref
The calculation of E 50
, E ur
, and E oed
is shown in Equation 3.5.

ref
E 50 =

E 50
  3 + c cot  
 ref

  + c cot  

m

;

ref
E ur =

E ur
  3 + c cot  
 ref

  + c cot  

m

;

E oed =
ref

E oed
  1 + c cot  
 ref

  + c cot  

m

(3.5)

where E50 is the confining stress-dependent stiffness modulus for primary loading,
E ur is the modulus for unloading and reloading, E oed is the tangent stiffness modulus for

primary loading,  1 is the major principal stress,  3 is the minor principal stress, and

 ref is the reference stress.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of the stress-strain relationship
The interface property (Rinter) was used for modeling the interface between the soil
and the pipe so that the soil-pipe interaction can be captured reasonably well. The
properties of the interface between the soil and pipe are different from that of soil, usually
weaker than the soil. The interface strength was reduced by using the strength reduction
factor of 0.65, which is a typical value for soil-structure (concrete pipe) interaction
problems (PLAXIS 2D 2018). The input parameters needed for the HS model related to
the soil stiffness were determined by calibrating the HS model with the Mohr-Coulomb
model.

The model parameters specific to the HS model were calibrated using the

experimental data from the literature following the procedure outlined in the PLAXIS 2D
material model manual and are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Basic properties of soil
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General properties

Value

Saturated unit weight (kN/m3)
Unsaturated unit weight (kN/m3)
Poisson's ratio
Effective angle of friction ()
Effective cohesion (kN/m2)
Plasticity index
ref
2
E 50 (MN/m )
ref
2
E oed (MN/m )
ref
(MN/m2)
Eur

21.55
20.57
0.30
31.00
6.00
15.00
35.00
32.70
105.00

3.3.3 Hydraulic model and model parameters
The matric suction is one of the variables that govern the flow and deformation
behavior of unsaturated soil. Transient water flow in unsaturated soils can be described
through the relationship between matric suction and degree of saturation through the Soil
Water Characteristic Curve (SWCC). Among the many SWCC available in the literature,
the van Genuchten model (1980) was used in this study. Although the van Genuchten
model is not advanced enough to capture the relationship between matric suction and
degree of saturation accurately over the full range of degree of saturation (0 to 100%), it
was chosen because it is relatively accurate and simple enough to find the model
parameters using the commonly available data. Also, it is available in PLAXIS and used
by many researchers and practicing engineers. The van Genuchten model shown in
Equation 3.6 is a three-parameter model that correlates the matric suction to the degree of
saturation. The hydraulic parameters of the soil used for the analysis are listed in Table 3.2,
and the van Genuchten model is graphically presented in Figure 3.3 (a).

S( ) -Sres
Ssat -Sres

= [1 + ( g a  gn )]gc
(3.6)
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where S( ) is the degree of saturation, Sres is the residual degree of saturation, Ssat
is the degree of saturation at a fully saturated state,  is the matric suction, g a is a fitting
parameter related to the air entry value of the soil, g n is a fitting parameter which is a
function of the rate of water extraction from the soil once air entry value has been exceeded,


 1-g
and g c  i.e.,g c =  n
 gn



  is another fitting parameter. The initial degree of saturation of the


soil was set to 20%, which is slightly above the residual degree of saturation to simulate
the drought condition and the corresponding matric suction was 318.2 kN/m2.
The relative hydraulic conductivity as a function of the degree of saturation was
calculated using the Mualem-van Genuchten model (Mualem 1976; van Genuchten 1980),
as shown in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 and graphically shown in Figure 3.3 (b).
k unsat =k r k sat

(3.7)

g n -1


gn
gn



gl 
g n -1
k r(S) =(Se ) 1- 1-Se  


 
 



2

(3.8)


S-Sres 
where S e is the effective degree of saturation  i.e.,Se =
 and gl is a fitting
S sat -Sres 


parameter.
Table 3.2. Hydraulic properties of soil
Hydraulic parameters
Residual degree of saturation (%)
Saturated degree of saturation (%)

Value
17.00
N 100.00
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1.31

Fitting parameter gn
Fitting parameter gl
Void ratio
Specific gravity
Saturated hydraulic conductivity (m/day)

1.89
1.25
0.70
2.70
1.05

1.2

(a)

0.1

1
10
100
Suction (kPa)

Unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (m/day)

Saturation

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.01

Fitting parameter for air entry value ga

1000

(b)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.01

0.1

1
10
100
Suction (kPa)

1000

Figure 3.3. (a) SWCC and (b) Hydraulic conductivity
3.3.4 Pipe properties, constitutive model, and model parameters
Input parameters for the buried pipe used in the analysis are shown in Table 3.3.
The modulus value was calculated using the American Concrete Institute (ACI 318)
relationship between elastic modulus and compressive strength, as shown in Equation 3.9.
The elastic modulus for the concrete was calculated using the compressive strength of 28
MPa. The normal stiffness (EA) and flexural rigidity (EI) of the plate element used for the
analysis were computed using the elastic modulus and thickness of the pipe. The normal
stiffness was calculated by multiplying the elastic modulus by the thickness of the plate
element, and the flexural rigidity was calculated by multiplying the elastic modulus by the
moment of inertia of the plate element. The specific weight (w) can be specified as a force
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per unit of length per unit width in the out-of-plane direction. The w was calculated by
multiplying the unit weight of concrete by the thickness of the plate element. In practice,
most of the structural elements are designed to behave within the elastic range. In this study
also, the concrete pipes are considered to behavior in the linear elastic range. Therefore,
the stress-strain behavior of the pipe was represented by a linear elastic model.

E c =4700 f c

(3.9)
Table 3.3. Properties of buried concrete pipe

Parameter

Value

Normal stiffness (kN/m)

2.984×106

Flexural rigidity (kN m2/m)
Weight (kN/m/m)
Poisson's ratio

3581
2.8
0.15

3.3.5 Extreme events (hazards) and modeling technique
3.3.5.1 Flood head and rainfall intensity
Hurricane Florence, a large and slow-moving category one hurricane, made landfall
on the southeastern coast of North Carolina (NC), causing heavy rainfall and severe
flooding that led to 53 fatalities in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia (Paul et
al. 2019). The worst flooding event in the local history occurred during and after Hurricane
Florence, and flooding on September 14th and 15th closed many roads and inundated
neighborhoods. Figure 3.4 shows the precipitation data obtained from the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) for Robeson County, NC, during Hurricane Florence. The
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highwater mark reached up to 2.2 m above the ground level in Robeson county. The
maximum precipitation of 0.38 m/day, which induced flooding, was selected from the
available precipitation data. A constant precipitation rate of 0.38 m/day was applied for ten
days to avoid the precipitation rate variability. The flood head of 2.2 m due to Hurricane
Florence was used as the flood head for the analysis.
3.3.5.2 Pipe leakage rate
Martini et al. (2017) investigated the sensitivity of Acoustic Emission (AE)
monitoring to water leaks using a pipe with a diameter of 90 mm, an artificial cut of 20
mm, and a leakage flow rate of 200 ltr/h. In this study, the cut (crack) length was assumed
to be 200 mm while maintaining the same leakage rate of 200 ltr/h. The leakage rate was
modeled as a flow boundary with a flow rate of 200 ltr/h.

Precipitation (mm/day)

400
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Approximated

100
0
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9

10

Figure 3.4. Recorded precipitation-time for Robeson county from September 13th to
22nd (0 denotes September 13th) and precipitation-time history used in the analysis
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3.3.6 Model development
The two-dimensional plane strain formulation was used to model the soil-pipe
interaction in two sections: longitudinal section and cross-section of the buried pipe. Based
on the recommendation provided in the ASTM C14 standard, a pipe with an outside
diameter of 0.9 m and a length of 5 m was considered to be buried at a depth of 3 m, as
shown in Figure 3.5. The initial fill height of 3 m was selected according to the table
summarized by Erdogmus and Tadros (2006) on a report investigating the methods for
determining allowable pipe cover.
The simulation domain was spatially discretized using 15-Node triangular
elements. The deformation boundaries and groundwater flow boundaries were assigned to
the model to match the field conditions. The deformation in the x-direction is restrained
along the left and right vertical boundaries and in both x- and y-directions along the base.
The deformation of the pipe on the left and right ends (vertical sides) were restrained in
both x- and y-directions to simulate the continuity in the x-direction. The flow through the
base and vertical sides was restricted by applying closed flow boundary conditions. The
mesh was refined around the areas where stress, deformation, and/or flow is concentrated
to capture the high gradients accurately. A size and mesh sensitivity study was performed
to select the size of the simulation domain (40 m x 20 m) to ensure that the computed
results are not affected by the size and the mesh selection. The final mesh consisted of 5236
elements and 42457 nodes.
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Figure 3.5. Simulation domain with longitudinal and cross-sectional views of buried
pipe
3.4 ANALYSES AND RESULTS
This study aims to evaluate the behavior of the pipe subjected to flooding,
infiltration, and leakage. Initially, the analysis was carried out by applying flood,
infiltration, and leakage individually. Then, the impacts of the simultaneous occurrences
of two events (flooding and infiltration, infiltration and leakage, and flooding and leakage)
were investigated. Finally, the impacts of the simultaneous occurrence of three events
(flooding, soil infiltration, and leakage, and flooding, soil infiltration, and soil erosion)
were investigated. The modeling approach and the results for each case are provided in the
subsequent sections with discussions.
3.4.1 Impacts of flooding on the behavior of the pipe
Extreme rainfall during hurricanes can cause flooding, and the flood load at the
ground surface can exert additional stress on the pipe resulting in damage to the pipe. A
flood head of 2.2 m, induced by Hurricane Florence in 2018, was applied to the model, as
shown in Figure 3.4. The infiltration of the flood was prevented in this case since this
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section only investigates the individual effect of flooding on the pipe. The flood induced a
maximum vertical deflection of 5.65 mm in the cross-sectional model. Figure 3.6 (a) shows
the settlement of the ground surface due to the flooding. The results indicated that the
flooding alone induced a maximum settlement of 16.47 mm at the ground surface. Figure
3.6 (b) shows the vertical deflection at the pipe top surface relative to the left end. The
flooding induced a maximum relative vertical deflection of 7.7 mm.
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Figure 3.6. Variation of vertical displacement (a) at the ground surface (zero
denotes the center of the pipe) and (b) longitudinal section of the pipe due to
flooding
Figures 3.7 (a) and (b) show the distribution of bending moment induced in the
cross-sectional and longitudinal sections, respectively. Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) show the
distribution of shear force induced in the cross-sectional and longitudinal sections,
respectively. The results indicated that the flooding induced a bending moment and shear
force of 2.65 kN m/m and 12.12 kN/m in the cross-section of the pipe. The maximum
bending moment and shear force induced in the pipe during different extreme events
provide the design stresses and deformations for the worst-case scenario. Therefore, the
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thickness of the pipe wall, length of the pipe, and the embedment depth can be designed
depending on the worst-case scenario to avoid damages to the pipe. Figure 3.7 (a) shows
the distribution of bending moment along the longitudinal section of the pipe. The results
indicated that the distribution of bending moment is symmetric along the axis in the top
and bottom surfaces of the pipe, and a maximum bending moment of 94.26 kN m/m was
induced in the top surface. Figure 3.8 (b) shows the distribution of shear force along the
longitudinal section of the pipe. The results indicated that the maximum shear force of
170.4 kN/m was induced in the top surface.
2.65 kN m/ m

94.26 kN m/m
2.65 kN m/ m

94.26 kN m/m

-51.35 kN m/m

-19.17 kN m/m
(b) 51.08 kN m/m
51.089 kN m/m

(a)

Figure 3.7. The state of bending moment in pipe (a) cross-section and (b)
longitudinal section due to the flooding
12.12 kN m/ m

12.12 kN m/ m

170.4 kN /m

-170.4 kN /m
-153.77 kN /m

(a)

(b)

153.77 kN /m

Figure 3.8. The state of shear force in pipe (a) cross-section and (b) longitudinal
section due to the flooding
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The results indicated that the behavior of the longitudinal section of the pipe in
terms of vertical deflection, bending moment, and shear force was significant than the
cross-section of the pipe. The results indicated that the longitudinal section of the pipe
would be in critical condition due to the occurrence of flooding, soil infiltration, and
leakage, and further analyses were carried out for the longitudinal section of the pipe.
3.4.2 Impacts of rainfall infiltration on the behavior of the pipe
The infiltration of flood/rainwater in partially saturated soil can change the strength
and deformation properties of the soil above and below the pipe. It will also increase the
weight of the soil above the pipe. These changes can lead to damage to the buried pipe.
The effect of soil infiltration was analyzed by applying an infiltration rate of 0.38 m/day
for ten days. To observe a significant change in the behavior of the pipe, the water must
infiltrate into the influence zone of the pipe. Therefore, a duration of ten days was chosen
to analyze the effect of infiltration. It was observed that the settlement of the soil increased
from 1.12 mm to 11.57 mm from one day to ten days near the center of the pipe-top surface
due to the soil infiltration. Figure 3.9 shows the movement of the wetting front at the end
of three and ten days. Figures 3.10 (a) and (b) show the variation of bending moment and
shear force, and vertical deflection along the pipe-top surface due to the soil infiltration for
ten days, respectively. The results indicated that the vertical deflection, bending moment,
and shear force along the pipe-top surface increased with the number of days until 3rd day
and remained constant for the rest of the days. This behavior was because of the water
infiltration to the bottom of the pipe at the end of 3rd day, and the suction around the pipe
reduces to 0 kN/m2 from 90.44 kN/m2. Therefore, the stiffness of the soil around the pipe
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reduces, which in turn reduces the support provided by the surrounding soil to the pipe.
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Figure 3.10. Time history of (a) bending moment and shear force and (b) vertical
deflection at the pipe-top surface due to soil infiltration rate of 0.38 m/day
3.4.3 Impacts of pipe leakage on the behavior of the pipe
Leakage due to structural damage is one of the possibilities of pipe failure after an
extreme hydrological event. This leak can affect the strength and deformation properties
of the supporting soil. The behavior of the buried pipe influenced by the leakage was
analyzed by introducing a leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr from a crack of width 200 mm. As
shown in Figure 3.5, the leakage from the crack was modeled by introducing a flow
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boundary of a width of 200 mm with an inflow of 200 ltr/hr at the bottom of the pipe.
Similar to infiltration, the leakage was modeled for ten days to analyze the effect of
duration on the behavior of the pipe due to the change in the strength and deformation
properties of the soil. The soil near the bottom of the pipe heaved to a maximum
displacement of 0.44 mm due to the leakage. The settlement of the soil above the pipe was
insignificant. Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) show the variation of vertical deflection along pipetop and bottom surfaces, respectively. The maximum vertical deflection at the pipe-top and
bottom surfaces were 0.02 mm and 0.42 mm, respectively. The vertical deflection of the
pipe-bottom surface is 95.8% higher than the pipe-top surface. This shows that the bottom
surface of the pipe is influenced more by the leakage than the top surface.
The effect of the leakage alone on the pipe deflection, bending moment, and shear
force was significantly low. The initial degree of saturation of 20% increased to 100% due
to the leakage. However, the span and width of 100% saturated contours from the leakage
were 2.2 m and 3.2 m, respectively, at the end of ten days. The suction at the end of ten
days of the leakage was 10 kN/m2 for a span of 2.2 m which is smaller than the length of
the pipe. This is the reason for the leakage not to have a great influence on the behavior of
the pipe. Therefore, the leakage will influence the behavior of the pipe when the duration,
crack width, and rate of leakage increases more than the applied leakage duration, crack
width, and rate. Leakage due to joint misalignment is common than the leakage from the
barrel in stormwater pipelines. Further studies are to be conducted to investigate the effect
of leaks from joints.
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Figure 3.11. Vertical deflection-time history in the longitudinal section due to
leakage of 200 ltr/hr for ten days in the (a) pipe-top surface and (b) pipe-bottom
surface
3.4.4 Impacts of simultaneous occurrence of rainfall and flooding on the behavior of
the pipe
In real case scenarios, flooding and soil infiltration occur simultaneously.
Therefore, a flood head of 2.2 m was applied, and the water could infiltrate into the soil for
ten days. The soil settled to a maximum displacement of 28.6 mm near the pipe-top surface
at the end of 10 days. The results indicated that the vertical deflection, bending moment,
and shear force were higher when flooding and soil infiltration was modeled
simultaneously. Figure 3.12 (a) shows the variation of vertical deflection along the pipetop surface. The vertical deflection at the center of the pipe-top surface reached 17.37 mm
at the end of one day due to flooding and soil infiltration. At the end of the tenth day, the
vertical deflection reached a value of 21.66 mm, which is 20% higher than the vertical
deflection at the end of one day. Figure 3.12 (b) shows the comparison of the vertical
deflections induced due to the individual occurrence of flooding and infiltration with the
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simultaneous occurrence of flooding and infiltration. The vertical deflection due to
flooding and soil infiltration was 65% and 69.4% higher than the vertical deflection due to
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Figure 3.12. Variation of vertical deflection along the pipe-top surface due to
flooding and soil infiltration and (b) comparison of vertical deflection on the pipetop surface due to flooding, soil infiltration, and flood and soil infiltration
Flooding and infiltration induced a maximum bending moment and shear force of
85.19 kN m/m and 194.1 kN/m, respectively, on the pipe top surface. The variation of
bending moment and shear force agreed with the variation of the vertical deflection, i.e.,
the bending moment and shear force increased until two days and remained constant for
the rest of the days. The maximum bending moment on the pipe-top surface due to flooding
and soil infiltration was 39.7% and 32.5% higher than the bending moment due to the
individual occurrence of flooding and soil infiltration, respectively. The maximum shear
force on the pipe-top surface due to flooding and soil infiltration was 12.2% and 28.7%
higher than the bending moment due to the individual occurrence of flooding and soil
infiltration, respectively.
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3.4.5 Impacts of simultaneous occurrence of flooding and pipe leakage on the
behavior of the pipe
The flooding and leakage were modeled by applying a flood head of 2.2 m and a
leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr at the bottom of the pipe simultaneously. The soil settled to a
maximum value of 15.79 mm near the pipe-top surface and 1.72 mm near the pipe-bottom
surface due to flooding and leakage. Since the effect of leakage is insignificant, the vertical
deflection due to the simultaneous occurrence of flooding and leakage was closer to the
vertical deflection due to the flooding. The maximum vertical deflection due to flooding
and leakage was 1.38% and 92.3% higher than the vertical deflection due to individual
occurrence of flooding and leakage, respectively. It should be noticed that the maximum
vertical deflection induced at the bottom of the pipe due to flooding and leakage was
75.58% higher than the vertical deflection induced by the leakage. The bending moment
and shear force due to flooding and leakage were closer to the bending moment and shear
force due to flooding. The maximum bending moment and shear force induced by the
flooding and leakage was 170.8 kN m/m and 52.3 kN/m, respectively.
3.4.6 Impacts of simultaneous occurrence of rainfall and pipe leakage on the behavior
of the pipe
The soil infiltration and leakage were modeled by applying an infiltration rate of
0.38 m/day and a leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr simultaneously. Figure 3.13 (a) shows the
vertical deflection due to infiltration and leakage. The vertical deflection increases with
time and reaches a maximum value at the end of the 6th day, and reduces after the 6th day.
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The reason behind this observation was that the soil around the pipe reached its saturation
to a depth of 20 m at the end of the 6th day. Figure 3.13 (b) shows the variation of bending
moment and shear force due to soil infiltration and leakage. The results indicated that the
variations in the bending moment and shear force after three days were insignificant. This
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Figure 3.13. The behavior of pipe due to the simultaneous occurrence of soil
infiltration and leakage (a) variation of vertical deflection and (b) bending moment
and shear force along the pipe-top surface.
3.4.7 Impacts of simultaneous occurrence of rainfall, flooding, and pipe leakage on
the behavior of the pipe
The influence of flooding, soil infiltration, and leakage was analyzed by applying
a flood head of 2.2 m and allowing an infiltration rate of 0.38 m/day and a leakage rate of
200 ltr/h at the bottom of the pipe simultaneously. The results of flooding, soil infiltration,
and leakage were closer to the results obtained for flooding and soil infiltration, as the
effect of leakage is insignificant. This is because the wetting front moved to the bottom of
the pipe at the end of 2nd day. Additional load due to flooding made the water infiltration
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sooner than only applying infiltration. The percent increase in the vertical deflection in the
pipe-top surface due to the simultaneous occurrence of flooding, soil infiltration, and
leakage was 64.5%, 69.4%, and 99% higher than the vertical deflection due to the
individual occurrence of flooding, soil infiltration, and leakage, respectively. The results
indicated that the bending moment and shear force remained constant after two days, like
the vertical deflection. The maximum bending moment and shear force of 84.81 kN m/m
and 192 kN m/m was induced at the end of two days, and the values remained constant for
the rest of the days.
3.4.8 Impacts of simultaneous occurrence of rainfall, flooding, and foundation soil
erosion on the behavior of the pipe
In this study, the soil erosion induced by the removal of soil that is carried out by
the water flow into the bottom pipe through the leaks is considered. In an experimental
study by Kamel and Meguid (2008), soil erosion of diameters 3, 4, and 5 mm was simulated
for a steel pipe of diameter 11.43 mm and length of 600 mm. Due to the lack of studies
related to the rate of soil erosion at the bottom of the pipe, the values obtained from Kamel
and Meguid (2008) were used in this study. The ratio of the pipe diameter to soil erosion
diameter was maintained constant. Therefore, a diameter of 400 mm was used to simulate
the soil erosion under the pipe. The soil erosion was introduced at the bottom of the pipe
by removing the soil to a diameter of 0.4 m. The effect of flooding, soil infiltration, and
soil erosion under the pipes was analyzed by applying a flood of head 2.2 m and allowing
infiltration of 0.38 m/day for the model with soil erosion.
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Application of soil erosion alone at the bottom of the pipe induced a maximum
vertical deflection of 1 mm at the pipe bottom surface. The vertical deflection induced at
the pipe top surface was insignificant compared to the bottom surface. A maximum
bending moment and shear force of 69.82 kN m/m and 122.4 kN/m were induced in the
pipe due to the application of soil erosion. Figure 14 shows the variation of vertical
deflection induced at the pipe top and bottom surfaces due to the application of flooding,
infiltration, and soil erosion. The results indicated that the maximum vertical deflections
induced at the pipe top and bottom surfaces were 21.62 mm and 7.64 mm, respectively. A
maximum bending moment and shear force of 129 kN m/m and 193.3 kN/m were induced
in the pipe due to the simultaneous application of flooding, soil infiltration, and soil
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Figure 3.14. Soil erosion modeled at the bottom of the buried pipe in the
longitudinal section
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3.5 PARAMETRIC STUDY
The inﬂuence of the embedment ratio, flood head, infiltration rate, and leakage rate
on the behavior of pipe has been studied by conducting parametric studies. Embedment
ratio (H/D) from 1 to 5 has been simulated to study the effect of backfill height on flood
head of 2.2 m, the infiltration rate of 0.38 m/day, and leakage of rate 200 ltr/hr.
Furthermore, the flood head was varied from 2 m to 5 m to analyze the effect of different
flood heads, and the infiltration rates were chosen from 0.2 m/day to 0.6 m/day with an
increment of 0.2 m/day to analyze the effect of infiltration rate on the behavior of buried
pipes. Since the method of analyzing the effect of leakage is new, the leakage rate was
varied from 200 ltr/hr to 500 ltr/hr.
3.5.1 Influence of embedment ratio on flood head
The effect of the embedment ratio on the flood head was analyzed by choosing the
embedment ratios (H/D) from 1 to 10. Figure 3.15 (a) shows the variation of vertical
deflection along the pipe-top surface with an embedment ratio (H/D). The results indicated
that the pipe deflections decrease with an increase in H/D. The vertical deflection was
reduced by 27.3% for H/D=10 comparing with H/D=1. This result can explain that pipe
displacements decrease with an increase in buried depth as the stress on the pipe decrease.
Similar results were observed in a study by Bildik et al. (2012). Figure 3.15 (b) shows the
variation of bending moment and shear force with the embedment ratio. The results
indicated that the bending moment and shear force increased with the embedment ratio.
The bending moment and shear force of the pipe at the embedment ratio 10 was 11.6% and
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56.2% higher than the bending moment and shear force at the embedment ratio 1,
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Figure 3.15. Variation of (a) vertical deflection and (b) bending moment and shear
force along the pipe-top surface for different embedment ratio
3.5.2 Influence of embedment ratio on soil infiltration
The effect of the embedment ratio on the soil infiltration was analyzed by choosing
the embedment ratio (H/D) from 1 to 5. Figures 3.16 (a) and (b) show the variation of
vertical deflection and bending moment, and shear force, respectively. The maximum
vertical deflection of the pipe at H/D of 2, 3, 4, and 5 is 44.7%, 55.7%, 56.4%, and 58.3%
lower than the maximum vertical deflection at the H/D of 1. The bending moment of the
pipe at H/D of 2, 3, 4, and 5 is 32.6%, 42.2%, 46.5%, and 47.8% higher than the bending
moment at the H/D of 1. The shear force of the pipe at H/D of 2, 3, 4, and 5 is 41.5%,
53.7%, 60.4%, and 64.0% higher than the shear force at the H/D of 1.
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3.5.3 Influence of embedment ratio on leakage
The effect of the embedment ratio on the pipe leakage was analyzed by choosing
the embedment ratio (H/D) from 1 to 5. Figures 3.17 (a) and (b) show the variation of
vertical deflection at the pipe-top surface and pipe-bottom surface, respectively, due to the
leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr at different embedment ratios. The vertical deflection at the pipetop surface was highest for H/D=1 and lowest for H/D=2. The vertical deflection increases
with the buried depth for the H/Ds=2 to 5. The variation of vertical deflection at H/Ds 2 to
5 is insignificant compared with H/D=1. The results indicated that when the pipe is buried
at a depth of 0.9 m, the vertical deflection of the pipe-top surface is influenced more by the
stress-induced in the pipe.
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Figure 3.17. Vertical displacement-time history in the pipe longitudinal section due
to leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr at the end of 10 days in (a) pipe-top surface and (b)
pipe-bottom surface.
3.5.4 Influence of flood heads
It is possible in some scenarios where the flood heads can exceed beyond 2.2 m
during extreme weather conditions. Mostly in the case of river embankments and during
heavy rainfall, the flood levels can exceed beyond 2.2 m. Therefore, it is necessary to
analyze the effect of different flood heads on the behavior of the buried pipes. The results
indicated that the vertical deflection increases with the flood head and decreases with the
embedment ratio. The maximum vertical deflection of 15.41 mm was induced by the flood
head of 5 m on the pipe top surface. The vertical deflection induced due to the flood head
of 5 m was 77.21%, 55.9%, 36.7%, and 18% higher than the vertical deflections induced
by the flood heads 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m, respectively. The bending moment and shear
force increase with the embedment ratio for the flood heads. The maximum bending
moment and shear force of 63.95 kN m/m and 219.5 kN/m were induced by the flood head
of 5 m on the pipe top surface. The bending moment induced due to the flood head of 5 m
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was 30.38%, 21.99%, 14.68%, and 7.13% higher than the bending moment induced by the
flood heads 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m, respectively. The shear force induced due to the flood
head of 5 m was 34.21%, 24.97%, 16.58%, and 8.1% higher than the shear force induced
by the flood heads 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m, respectively.
3.5.5 Influence of infiltration rate
The infiltration rates of 0.2 m/day, 0.4 m/day, and 0.6 m/day were chosen to analyze
the effect of the infiltration rate on the behavior of buried pipes. Figure 3.18 (a) shows the
variation of vertical deflection for different infiltration rates. When the infiltration rate of
0.6 m/day was applied, the maximum vertical deflection, bending moment, and shear force
were larger than the infiltration rates of 0.2 m/day and 0.4 m/day. The results indicated a
linear relationship between the vertical deflection and the infiltration rate. Figures 3.18 (b)
and (c) show the variation of bending moment and shear force for infiltration rates 0.2
m/day, 0.4 m/day, and 0.6 m/day. The results indicated that the bending moment and shear
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force at the pipe-top surface due to different infiltration rates
3.5.6 Influence of leakage rate
Since the leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr induced a maximum vertical deflection of 0.02
mm and 0.42 mm on the pipe-top and bottom surface, respectively, different leakage rates
should be analyzed to understand the effect of leakage rate on the behavior of buried pipes.
Leakage rates ranging from 200 to 500 ltr/hr were chosen for the analysis. Figures 3.19 (a)
and (b) show vertical deflection variation with flow rates at the pipe-top surface and pipe-
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Figure 3.19. Vertical deflection in the longitudinal section due to different leakage
rates at the end of 10 days in (a) pipe-top surface and (b) pipe-bottom surface
The vertical deflection at 2.5 m from the left end of the pipe-top surface was 62.96%
higher than the vertical deflection at 0.5 m for a leakage rate of 500 ltr/hr. The variation of
vertical deflection at 2 m from the left end of the pipe-top surface is closer to the vertical
deflection at 2.5 m. The percent increment in the vertical deflection at 2.5 m is 2% than at
2 m at the pipe-top surface. The results indicated that the gradient of vertical deflection on
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pipe-top and pipe-bottom surface from 200 ltr/hr to 350 ltr/hr is lower than the gradient
from 350 ltr/hr to 500 ltr/hr. This is because the span of leakage infiltration for 200 ltr/hr,
250 ltr/hr, 300 ltr/hr, and 350 ltr/hr is 2.2 m, 2.3 m, 2.4 m, and 2.4 m, respectively, while
the span of leakage infiltration for 400 ltr/hr, 450 ltr/hr, and 500 ltr/hr is 2.75 m, 2.88 m,
and 3 m, respectively.
3.6 CONCLUSION
The motivation for this research was the lack of studies on the effect of the backfill
soil saturation on buried pipes due to the extreme soil infiltration, flooding, and pipe
leakage. This study focused on investigating the possibilities of buried pipe failure due to
flooding and heavy rainfall infiltration and the effect of pipe failure in terms of pipe leakage
due to weather events. Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element software PLAXIS 2D was
used to investigate the effect of individual events such as flooding, soil infiltration, and
leakage, and dual events such as flooding-soil infiltration, flooding-leakage, soil
infiltration-leakage, flooding, leakage, and soil infiltration, and flooding, soil infiltration,
and soil erosion on the behavior of buried pipe. The results indicated that the variations in
the vertical deflection, bending moment, and shear force were higher in the longitudinal
section than in the pipe cross-section. Also, the variation of vertical deflection, bending
moment, and shear force were significant when the pipe was subjected to flooding and soil
infiltration and insignificant when the pipe was subjected to a leakage rate of 200 ltr/hr.
The results indicated that the individual occurrence of flooding, soil infiltration,
and leakage induced a vertical deflection of 7.7 mm, 7.22 mm, and 0.017 mm, respectively,
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on the pipe-top surface. The vertical deflection was prominent in the pipe-bottom surface
comparing to the pipe-top surface due to leakage. The simultaneous occurrence of flooding
and soil infiltration, flooding and leakage, and soil infiltration and leakage induced vertical
deflection of 21.66 mm, 7.8 mm, and 8 mm, respectively. The results indicated that the
pipe is more vulnerable when the hazards occur simultaneously, and this can be seen from
the maximum vertical deflection of 21.69 mm on the pipe-top surface, which is 64.5%
higher than the occurrence of flooding only. Soil erosion at the bottom of the pipe was
modeled by removing soils to a diameter of 0.4 m. The results indicated that the vertical
deflection of the pipe reached a maximum value of 21.62 mm when flooding, soil
infiltration, and soil erosion were applied simultaneously.
The behavior of the pipe can be vulnerable even due to the individual occurrence
of an extreme event. Therefore, a parametric study was carried out to analyze the influence
of flood head, infiltration rate, leakage rate, and embedment ratio on the behavior of the
buried pipe. The results indicated that the influence of flood head and infiltration rate
decreases with the increase in the buried depth. The results indicated that the vertical
deflection, bending moment, and shear force increases until the water infiltrated to the
depth of the buried pipe. Once the water infiltration passes the bottom plate, the vertical
deflection, bending moment, and shear force remain constant. The parametric study carried
out to analyze the effect of leakage rate indicated that the span of leakage infiltration had
a greater influence on the behavior of the pipe. Excessive deflection of pipe can induce
pipe failures leading to excessive loss of fluid transporting through the pipe, which can, in
turn, cause a fortune. The shear strength and settlement of soils and buried pipes are
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influenced by the degree of saturation of the soil, which varies with hydrological events
such as rainfall and flood, and leaks due to pipe damage. Therefore, the site-specific
hydrological events and possible design leaks must be incorporated for optimum design of
buried pipes.
The study is limited to the extent where it can be applicable for a homogenous soil
in the backfill and foundation. Therefore, the study must be extended to estimate the effect
of the installation procedure and variability in backfill and foundation soil conditions
coupled with the application of site-specific hydrological events. Also, to model the worstcase scenario, the leakage at the middle of the pipe barrel was considered. Therefore,
further study should be carried out in analyzing the effect of location and number of leaks
in the pipe and allowing water infiltration into the pipe.
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CHAPTER 4 A NEW CONSTITUTIVE MODEL AND ITS
APPLICATION FOR UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACTS OF
EXTREME HYDROCLIMATIC EVENTS ON GEOTECHNICAL
SYSTEMS
4.1 ABSTRACT
Extreme hydroclimatic events such as heavy rainfall and drought have occurred
frequently in recent years, and their impacts on geotechnical systems must be understood
for developing climate-adaptive design procedures. A fully coupled flow-deformation
finite element method is best suited for accurately predicting the effects of wetting and
drying of soil due to extreme hydroclimatic events. PLAXIS 2D, a finite element software
widely used by practicing engineers and researchers, models water flow accurately, but the
deformation model is not coupled with the flow because the constitutive models do not
consider the change in stiffness and failure criterion due to water flow. In this study, the
Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model was first modified by updating the elastic modulus and the
yield criterion based on the degree of saturation and/matric suction and then used within
PLAXIS 2D to analyze selected geotechnical problems under extreme hydroclimatic
events. The modulus of the MC model was updated using the equation proposed by Oh et
al. (2009), and the failure criterion was updated by modifying the shear strength parameters
of the soils with matric suction and/or degree of saturation. The Modified MC (MMC)
model for unsaturated soil was validated using unsaturated triaxial test results for different
soils found in the literature. The implementation of the MMC model in PLAXIS 2D
through a user-defined soil model (UDSM) was also verified. Finally, the new constitutive
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model and the existing flow model were used in a coupled manner to understand the
behavior of shallow foundation, deep foundation, and stability of slopes under extreme
hydroclimatic events.
4.2 INTRODUCTION
On a daily average, over the past 50 years, 115 people are killed, and $202 million
is lost on the damages caused due to extreme hydroclimatic events such as heavy rainfall,
flooding, and drought, according to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO 2021).
The total deaths due to droughts, storms, floods, and extreme temperatures were 650000,
577232, 58700, and 55736 deaths (WMO 2021), respectively. These extreme
hydroclimatic events impact the performance of various systems such as bridges, buildings,
and earth dams and levees. Vickneswaran and Ravichandran (2022) studied the onset of
landslide induced in Meeriyabedda, Sri Lanka, due to prolonged heavy rainfall. Their study
indicated that the heavy rainfall that lasted for eight days induced landslides, which killed
12 deaths and damaged to properties. Due to the extreme hydroclimatic events, the amount
of water present in the unsaturated soils, i.e., degree of saturation, varies, and it will affect
the strength of the soils. The change in the degree of saturation will naturally create the soil
profile with different degrees of saturation. This will affect the behavior of soil-structure
systems. Mahmoudabadi and Ravichandran (2021) proposed a new climate-adaptive
design method that considers the site-specific hydroclimatic parameters such as
precipitation, evapotranspiration, and water table depth in the design, besides just the
traditional geotechnical parameters. Their study showed the importance of considering the
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effect of matric suction and the degree of saturation due to extreme hydroclimatic events
in the design.
Over the years, numerical methods have been used widely in geotechnical
engineering practice for dealing with complex problems in a coupled manner. Among the
many numerical methods, researchers and practicing engineers widely use the finite
element method to accurately predict the failure and deformation behaviors of geotechnical
systems subjected to extreme hydroclimatic events. Vickneswaran and Ravichandran
(2022) predicted the onset of slope failure using the coupled flow-deformation analysis of
the Meeriyabedda landslide, and the predicted onset of failure coincided well with the realtime occurrence of the slope failure. Ravichandran et al. (2021) investigated the effects of
heavy rainfall and flooding on the settlement behavior of shallow foundations. Their study
showed that the settlements induced by the flooding were higher than the heavy rainfall,
and it was due to the reduction in the soil suction, along with the additional hydrostatic
flood load applied to the soil.
PLAXIS 2D (V21) is one of the widely used finite element software by practicing
engineers and researchers for modeling simple to complex geotechnical problems. The
coupled analysis module available in PLAXIS is one of the complex but much-needed
features for understanding the behavior of geotechnical systems under extreme
hydroclimatic events. Although PLAXIS models the flow of water (both influx and
outflux) through unsaturated soil for coupled-flow deformation analysis, it does not
incorporate the deformation parameters such as modulus and yielding due to matric suction
and/or degree of saturation variation. In other words, the constitutive models available in
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PLAXIS are not for unsaturated soils. However, this drawback can be overcome by
incorporating a user-defined constitutive model for unsaturated soil to accurately predict
the behavior of geotechnical systems in a fully coupled manner using PLAXIS. An external
constitutive model can be used in PLAXIS through the user-defined soil models (UDSM)
feature available. Dang et al. (2010) implemented the hyperbolic model (Duncan and
Chang 1970) and modified the pseudo-plasticity model (Kung et al. 2007) through the userdefined model feature in PLAXIS. They verified the accuracy of the implemented models
with experimental stress-strain curves. The results show better agreement and prove that
the implementation was successful in PLAXIS. Lim et al. (2011) implemented the
undrained soft clay (USC) model developed by Hsieh and Ou (2010) through the userdefined soil model (UDSM) in PLAXIS.
Among the many constitutive models for unsaturated soil available in the literature,
the Barcelona basic model (BBM) proposed by Alonso et al. (1987) remains one of the
fundamental models for unsaturated soils. Wheeler et al. (2003) presented an elastoplastic
constitutive model that fully couples hydraulic hysteresis with the mechanical behavior of
the unsaturated soil. Robert (2017) proposed a MMC model within a generalized effective
stress framework considering material softening and suction hardening effects to capture
the mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils. The proposed model was implemented into
ABAQUS through the user subroutine written in FORTRAN and was validated through a
series of FE analyses compared to triaxial test data. The proposed model predicted the
increased strength and stiffness from soil suction that increased the lateral loads on
pipelines. Ng et al. (2020) proposed a simple framework for the state-dependent
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hydromechanical behavior of unsaturated soils. Their framework uses mean net stress,
deviator stress, and suction as the constitutive stress variables. There are nine variables
with clear physical meanings in the proposed framework. Han et al. (2020) proposed a new
hydraulic coupling bounding surface model for unsaturated soils, considering the effects
of microscopic pore structure and bonding effect. Their proposed model predicted the
mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils under isotropic loading, shear loading, and
wetting and drying paths. The hydraulic coupling was achieved by combining hysteresis
soil-water characteristic curve considering deformation and hydraulic hysteresis. Although
sophisticated constitutive models are available in the literature, most of the models are
difficult to understand by practicing engineers and numerically unstable or computationally
expensive when used for analyzing coupled problems. Also, the model parameters are
difficult to determine from the data in standard subsurface exploration reports.
In this study, a simple and widely used linear elastic-perfectly plastic MC model
was modified for unsaturated soil and used within PLAXIS for analyzing selected
geotechnical engineering problems in a coupled manner. The modulus and the yield
criterion of the MC model were updated with temporal and spatial variation of matric
suction and/or degree of saturation. The Modified MC model (MMC model), which can be
easily used by practicing engineers and researchers with soil properties readily available
from standard subsurface exploration reports, was implemented into PLAXIS through the
UDSM module available in PLAXIS. Finally, selected geotechnical engineering problems
subjected to extreme hydroclimatic events were analyzed in a coupled manner using
PLAXIS with the new constitutive model. The details of the model development,
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implementation, validation, and verification and the behavior of geotechnical systems
under extreme hydroclimatic events are discussed below.
4.3 MODIFICATION OF MOHR-COULOMB MODEL FOR FULLY COUPLED
ANALYSIS
Among the many constitutive models available in the literature, the MC soil model
is a simple model widely used by practicing engineers to approximate the nonlinear stressstrain behavior of soils. Figure 1 shows the typical stress-strain behavior of soil and its
approximation with the MC model. The model is suited for the evaluation of the stability
of geotechnical problems, and it is easy to use by practicing engineering because the model
parameters can be easily determined from standard site investigation reports. Also, it is
numerically stable within a coupled flow-deformation finite element model compared to
other complex and advanced constitutive models. In general, the development of an
elastoplastic constitutive model consists of three major components: (1) yield criterion, (2)
plastic flow rule, and (3) strain hardening rule (or work hardening). The MC model consists
of an initial linear elastic part until it reaches a specific yield strain or stress value and a
perfectly plastic part beyond it. One of the limitations of this model is that it does not
capture the hardening or softening behavior.
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Deviator stress (kPa)
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Figure 4.1. Typical stress-strain behavior and its approximation using the MC
model
Both the modulus and yield criterion vary with the matric suction and/or degree of
saturation. However, the MC model implemented in PLAXIS is the traditional model
which does not update the modulus and yield criterion based on the matric suction and/or
degree of saturation. To improve the accuracy of the prediction of the coupled flowdeformation module, the MC model was modified by updating the modulus and the yield
criterion in this study. The modification procedures are described in detail below.
4.3.1 Linear elastic part
The linear elastic part of the MC model is defined with only two parameters:
modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio. Although both parameters affect the mechanical
behavior, only the modulus of elasticity was updated in this study because of its
significance.
The stress-strain relationship within the linear elastic part is given by equation 4.1.
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σ = Dεe

(4.1)

Where  is the stress tensor, D is the moduli tensor that is a function of elastic
e
modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and ε is the elastic strain tensor. Modulus of elasticity (Es) is

commonly used as the deformability parameter for soil to relate to linear elastic behavior.
Modulus of elasticity Es is the major parameter that depends on the degree of saturation
and matric suction of the soil. The variation of Es with matric suction can be calculated by
expressing it as a function of the degree of saturation and matric suction. The variation of
Es with matric suction is not incorporated in the current version of PLAXIS 2D. Therefore,
this study attempts to implement the variation of Es with matric suction in PLAXIS 2D
using UDSM in PLAXIS.
Various equations are available to predict the Es of soil as a function of matric
suction and degree of saturation (Steensen-Bach et al. 1987; Schnaid et al. 1995; Costa et
al. 2003; Oh et al. 2009; Vanapalli and Adem 2013). In this study, the equation proposed
by Oh et al. (2009), shown in Equation 4.2, was used to estimate the modulus of elasticity
in unsaturated soils (Es(unsat)).

Es (unsat ) = Es ( sat ) 1 +  e (ua − uw ) S e 

(4.2)

where Es(sat) is the modulus of elasticity under the saturated condition at a strain
level of 1%, ( u a −u w ) is the matric suction,  and  e are fitting parameters. For coarseand fine-grained soils, the recommended fitting parameter  e equals 1 and 2, respectively.
Also, the fitting parameter  depending upon the plasticity index ( I p ) can be computed
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using the following empirical equation (Equation 4.3), developed by Oh et al. (2009).
1/  = 0.5 + 0.312( I P ) + 0.109( I P ) 2

(0  I P (%)  12)

(4.3)

4.3.2 Plastic part and yield criteria
The difficult part in defining the plastic region of the MC failure envelope is the
prediction of the deviator stress at failure. The MC yield function shown in Equation 4.4 is
formulated in terms of principal stresses and the strength parameters friction angle and
cohesion (PLAXIS 2020). For unsaturated soil, the strength parameters must be modified
with updated strength parameters.

Fs =

1
1
( 1 −  3 ) + ( 1 +  3 ) sin (  ) − c cos (  ) = 0
2
2

(4.4)

4.3.2.1 Variation of friction angle
Several experimental studies have shown that the variation of the strength of the
soil with matric suction is nonlinear (Reis et al. 2011; Kayadelen 2007; Banerjee et al.
2018, Banerjee 2017). Since the cohesion and friction angle contributes to the shear
strength of the soil, their values will be different at different matric suction values. Patil et
al. 2017 showed that the friction angle remained constant for the suction range of 0 to 300
MPa for silty sand. Also, from previous studies, it is evident that the variation of friction
angle with matric suction was not significant (Reis et al. 2011; Banerjee 2017; Banerjee et
al. 2018). Therefore, in this study, the change in cohesion due to matric suction is
considered for determining the yield criteria by keeping the friction angle constant.
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4.3.2.2 Variation of cohesion and new model
The additional shear strength from the suction was considered by modifying the
cohesion and used as an input to the constitutive model (Lu and Likos 2006; Jarast and
Ghayoomi 2017; Taylor 1948; Tran and Fredlund 2021; Lin et al. 2016). Ho and Fredlund
(1982) proposed the concept of modified cohesion and used it in the three-dimensional
extended MC Failure Criterion, as shown in Equation 4.5.

ct = c + (ua − uw ) tan ( b )

(4.5)

where ct is the total cohesion of the soil, including the effect of suction increment,
c is the effective cohesion relative to zero suction, (ua − uw ) is the matric suction,

tan ( b )

is the slope of the failure line representing the change in soil shear strength due to change
in soil suction. But there is a lack of studies to prove that the proposed equation can be
used for a wide range of soils. Also, there can be other parameters other than the matric
suction and the friction angle due to the change in matric suction contributing to the change
in cohesion. Also, Kayaleden (2007) proposed Equation 4.6 to estimate the cohesion at
different suction values for clayey soils based on the similar concept of additional cohesion
due to suction.
 (u − uw ) + Patm 
ct = c + (ua − uw )b tan (  ) ln  a

Patm



(4.6)

where ct is the total cohesion of the soil, c is the effective cohesion relative to zero
suction, ua − uw is the matric suction, (ua − uw )b is the air entry value of the soil,   is the
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friction angle, and Patm is the atmospheric pressure. It should be noted that the Equation 4.6
can only be applicable to clayey soil (Kayaleden 2007).
In this study, an attempt was made to develop an equation for a wide range of soils.
From previous studies, it is evident that the variation of cohesion with matric suction
follows logarithmic function (Kayadelen 2007; Reis et al. 2011; Banerjee 2017). Therefore,
in this study, the relationship between cohesion and suction is described in the suction and
logarithm of the cohesion plane.
cmodified = A + B log( )

(4.7)

However, when the matric suction is zero, it cmod ified should equal the c saturated
state. Also, assigning zero in the log and the value of log0 has no meaning. Therefore, to
eliminate this error, atmospheric pressure was added, as shown in Equation 4.8.
  + Patm 
cmodified = A + B log 

 Patm 

(4.8)

By substituting zero for the matric suction, the variable A becomes equal to c and
modifies the equation as shown in Equation 4.9.
  + Patm 
cmodified = c + B log 

 Patm 

(4.9)

The next step is to express the variable B as a function of known parameters so that
it can be computed for different soils. By carefully studying the modified cohesion values
for different soils (Reis et al. 2011; Banerjee 2017; Banerjee et al. 2018; Awad and
Sasankul 2018; Farouk et al. 2004; Patil et al. 2017), a new equation for B as a function of
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gn, r , and n was proposed as shown in Equation 4.10.

 
B = gn  r 
n

(4.10)

where r is the residual water content, n is the porosity, and g n is a fitting parameter
used in the van Genuchten soil-water characteristic curve. Substituting for B in Equation
4.9, the final equation for modified cohesion is expressed as a function of matric suction,
porosity, residual water content, and g n as shown in Equation 4.11.
  + Patm 
 
cmodified = c + g n  r  log 

n
 Patm 

(4.11)

The stress-strain behavior of most of the soils can be represented by the modified
elastic modulus and cohesion models. One may use the r and g n values proposed by
Carsel and Parrish (1988) for many types of soils or determined from laboratory tests. The
validation of the modified cohesion and the MMC model are presented in the next sections.
4.3.3 Validation of the proposed modified cohesion model
Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of modified cohesion values at different suction
computed from the proposed equation (4.11), the equations proposed by Ho and Fredlund
(1982) and Kayaleden (2007), and measured by Farouk et al. (2004), Banerjee (2017), Reis
et al. (2011), and Awad and Sasanakul (2018) for different types of soils. The comparison
presented in Figure 4.2 shows the variation of cohesion with matric suction. The results
indicated that the values of cohesion calculated using the proposed equation agreed well
with the experimental results.
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of various predicted and measured cohesions (a) Sand (
Farouk et al. (2004)), (b) ML (Banerjee (2017)), (c) SC-SM (Reis et al. (2011)), and
(d) SC (Awad and Sasanakul (2018))
4.3.4 Validation of the proposed MC model
The modified cohesion with matric suction values was incorporated in calculating
deviator stress at failure, as shown in Equation 4.12. The stress-strain values were
calculated using the modified cohesion at different suction values and compared with the
literature available.
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(4.12)

Farouk et al. (2004) investigated the effect of matric suction on the shear strength
characteristic of siliceous sand. The constant water content triaxial test method with the
axis-translation technique was used to measure suction during the shearing phase. The
considered sand consists of about 7.0% fine sand and nearly 93.0% medium sand. The
stress-strain relationship obtained from the triaxial test showed that the shear strength of
the soil at matric suction of 50 kPa was 1.25 times higher than the saturated state. Figure
4.3 shows the experimental deviator stress vs. strain obtained from Farouk et al. (2004) at
matric suction values of 0 kPa, 30 kPa, 50 kPa, and 150 kPa. The variation of deviator
stress with strain at different matric suction predicted from Equation 4.12 is graphically
compared with those measured values from Farouk et al. (2004) in Figure 4.3.
It should be noted that the MMC model was derived considering the residual
strength of the soil rather than its peak to be conservative during finite element modeling.
The continuous line in the figure represents the predicted values, and the symbols indicate
the experimental values from Farouk et al. (2004). The results indicated a good comparison
between those predicted from the empirical model and the measured values for sands.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of measured (data recreated from Farouk et al. 2004) and
predicted stress-strain behaviors at the suction values of (a) 0 kPa, (b) 30 kPa, (c) 50
kPa, and (d) 150 kPa
Banerjee (2017), in his dissertation, presented the triaxial test carried out for
unsaturated soil. The soil used in the study was obtained from Denison, Texas, and was
classified as silt of low plasticity (ML) as per the Unified Soil Classification System
(USCS). The deviatoric stress vs. strain curve of the unsaturated specimens during shearing
in drained conditions at matric suction values of 0 kPa, 50 kPa, 250 kPa, and 750 kPa is
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shown in Figure 4.4. For the friction angle of 33.50, the cohesion of 2.7 kPa, void ratio of
0.6, and saturation of 71%, the deviator stress vs. strain curve was plotted using the
empirical Equation 4.12. The variation of deviator stress with strain at different matric
suction predicted from Equation 4.12 is graphically compared with those measured values
from Banerjee (2017) in Figure 4.4. The results indicated a good comparison between those
predicted from the empirical model and the measured values for ML soil.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of measured (data recreated from Banerjee 2017) and
predicted stress-strain behaviors at suction values of (a) 0 kPa, (b) 50 kPa, (c) 250
kPa, and (d) 750 kPa
Reis et al. (2011) conducted a triaxial test program in soil specimens in saturated
and unsaturated conditions. It is presented and compared with results from conventional
triaxial tests. The testing program was composed of drained triaxial tests with saturated
and unsaturated soil specimens. Matric suction values of 80 and 160 kPa and net confining
stresses of 50 kPa, 100 kPa, and 150 kPa were used. The soil was classified as SC-SM
according to ASTM D2487-00. The variation of deviator stress with strain at confining
stress of 100 kPa and matric suctions of 0 kPa, 80 kPa, and 160 kPa predicted from
Equation 4.12 is graphically compared with those measured values from Reis et al. (2011)
in Figure 4.5. The continuous line in the figure represents the predicted values, and the
symbols indicate the experimental values from Reis et al. (2011). The results indicated a
good comparison between those predicted from the empirical model and the measured
values for SC-SM soil.
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of measured (data recreated from Reis et al. 2011) and
predicted stress-strain behaviors at suction values of (a) 0 kPa, (b) 80 kPa, and (c)
160 kPa
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Awad and Sasanakul (2018) presented the stress-strain relationships of compacted
clayey sand measured using constant water content triaxial tests. The tests were carried out
for samples with the same dry density and net confining pressure of 100 kPa by varying
matric suction of 50, 100, and 200 kPa. The paper examines the variation of matric suction
during shearing and its relationship to the initial matric suction and the development of
excess pore pressure and volume change. The variation of deviator stress with strain at
matric suctions of 50 kPa, 100 kPa, and 200 kPa predicted from Equation 4.12 is
graphically compared with those measured values from Awad and Sasanakul (2019) in
Figure 4.6. The continuous line in the figure represents the predicted values, and the
symbols indicate the experimental values from Awad and Sasanakul (2018). The results
indicated a good comparison between those predicted from the empirical model and the
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of measured (data recreated from Awad and Sasanakul
2018) and predicted stress-strain behaviors at suction values of (a) 50 kPa, (b) 100
kPa, and (c) 200 kPa
Patil et al. (2017) proposed shear strength equations from experimental results of
compacted silty sand at a critical state from suction-controlled triaxial tests conducted
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between 0.05 MPa to 300 MPa suction range. Their experiments consisted of 21
consolidated drained (CD) triaxial tests conducted on silty sand under strain- and suctioncontrolled conditions. Their results showed that the friction angle (ϕ′) remained constant
over the entire range of induced suction states, but the shear strength increased. From their
results, the stress-strain behavior for confining pressure of 300 kPa at different matric
suction vales of 0 kPa, 50 kPa, 250 kPa, 500 kPa, 750 kPa, 20 MPa, and 300 MPa was
plotted in Figure 4.7. The experimental values were compared with the values predicted
from the empirical model. It should be noted that from suction values 0 kPa to 750 kPa,
there is a good agreement in the stress-strain behavior. But in the case of higher suction
values like 20 MPa and 300 MPa, the predicted values are lower than the experimental
values. Therefore, the proposed empirical model is limited to 750 kPa of matric suction.
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of measured (data recreated from Patil et al. 2017) and
predicted stress-strain beahviors at suction values of (a) 0 kPa, (b) 50 kPa, (c) 250
kPa, (d) 500 kPa, (e) 750 kPa, and (f) 20 MPa
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4.3.5 Effect of model parameters
The effect of model parameters on the proposed Equation 4.11 was studied. The
effect of porosity was studied by changing the values to 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, as shown in
Figure 4.8 (a). The effect of porosity showed that the variation of cohesion with suction
increased with the porosity. Figure 4.8 (b) shows the effect of g n on the modified cohesion.
The corresponding g n values for sand, silt, and clay were obtained from the PLAXIS
manual (2020). The cohesion values increased with the increase ofc g n values. Also, the
residual degrees of saturation corresponding to the soil types were obtained from the
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Figure 4.8. Effect of model parameters (a) n, (b) g n , and (c)  r on the variation of
cohesion with matric suction

4.4 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS OF UDSM IN PLAXIS
Three subroutines provided in the PLAXIS were utilized for implementing the
UDSM. But among them, only two of the subroutines were modified according to the MC
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model. The subroutine USRADDF.for was used to get the model information and
parameters involved in the soil constitutive model. In this study, the model parameters, Es

 ,  e , e ,

c ,

  , r , g n , and n were used. This subroutine interacts with the graphical

user interface for PLAXIS and displays the parameter within the input boxes. The other
subroutine is User_Mod. It interacts with the calculation phases of the PLAXIS and is
called PLAXIS for each integration. There are mainly four tasks that should be performed
in the calculation program (PLAXIS 2020). These four tasks should be defined in the
subroutine called User_Mod.
I.

Initialization of the state variables

II.

Calculation of constitutive stresses

III.

Creation of effective material stiffness matrix

IV.

Creation of elastic material stiffness matrix

The last subroutine LIBRARY.for, the library of operations, was not modified. In
addition to the available subroutines, the most important subroutine MC.for for the
constitutive soil model of the MMC model was created in addition to the available
subroutines in PLAXIS to implement the stress-strain relationship of linear elastic soil
mode. In the subroutine MC.for, the modulus and failure were changed by getting the
current matric suction and/ degree of saturation from PLAXIS. Matric suction and degree
of saturation change with time and depth depending on the initial degree of saturation and
time-dependent hydroclimatic condition. Therefore, the modulus and failure will be
calculated depending on the change of matric suction and/degree of saturation.
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The four subroutines USRADDF.for, User_Mod.for, LIBRARY.for, and MC.for
were compiled together to implement the MC model. The DLL was created using the Intel
OneAPI command prompt for visual studio 2019. The created DLL was placed in the
UDSM directory in PLAXIS. Then the MMC model was accessed from PLAXIS. Figure
4.9 shows the flow chart of the steps involved in the implementation. The input values
needed for the analysis are  sat (saturated unit weight),  unat (unsaturated unit weight), e
(void ratio), Eunsat (unsaturated Young’s modulus), v (poison’s ratio),

 and  e (fitting

parameters), suction and degree of saturation.
Select the LE user-defined constitutive model from
PLAXIS
USRADDDF.for
Input values from PLAXIS
, suction, and degree of saturation

USRMOD.for
LE.for
Calculate Es(unsat)
Calculate stiffness matrix and stresses
Send the stress values back to PLAXIS

Figure 4.9. Flow chart for the implementation of user-defined MC model in PLAXIS
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4.4.1 Verification of the model implementation
Verification of the MMC model implemented through the UDSM was carried out
by applying a static load to the soil domain with different initial degrees of saturation.
4.4.1.1 Soil properties
The soil properties for sandy soil listed in Table 4.1 were used in the analyses. The
corresponding van Genuchten SWCC model parameters corresponding to the sandy soils
obtained from the PLAXIS manual are shown in Table 4.1. The model parameters used for
the calculation of the modulus of elasticity and failure in the MMC model are shown in
Table 4.2. Figures 4.10 (a) and (b) show the variation of cohesion and modulus of elasticity
with the degree of saturation, respectively. The variations show that the cohesion and
modulus of elasticity were high at the degree of saturation of 10% and suction value of 218
kPa.
Table 4.1. General and hydraulic soil properties
General properties
Value
Hydraulic properties
3
Saturated unit weight  sat (kN/m ) 19.12
Residual degree of saturation
3
Dry unit weight  dry (kN/m )
21.36
Saturated degree of saturation

Value
0.2
1.00

Void ratio (e)

0.40

Fitting parameter g n

1.51

Poisson’s ratio ( v )

0.30

Fitting parameter g a (1/m)
Saturated elastic modulus (E)
(MPa)
Hydraulic conductivity (m/day)

1.32

Friction angle
Cohesion

33
5

Table 4.2. MMC model parameters
Model parameters
Value
Fitting parameter 
2.00
Fitting parameter 
1.00
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Figure 4.10. Variation of (a) cohesion and (b) elastic modulus with degrees of
saturation for the selected soil
4.4.1.2 Finite element model and analysis
Verification involved applying a static line load of 150 kN/m for a soil domain of
depth 10 m and width 20 m, as shown in Figure 4.11. The MMC model was verified with
the TMC model by using the properties shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The plastic analysis
with different initial degrees of saturation without the flow effect was considered for the
verification. The values of cohesion and modulus of elasticity were calculated at different
degrees of the saturation and corresponding matric suction, as shown in Figures 4.10 (a)
and (b). Then, the values were inputted into the TMC model in PLAXIS. The values were
calculated for inputting in TMC since the effect of matric suction and/or degree of
saturation is not considered in the calculation of modulus and cohesion in PLAXIS 2D.
However, in the MMC model, the values were automatically calculated depending on the
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matric suction and degree of saturation through the UDSM. The variation of vertical
displacement at different degrees of saturation obtained from MMC coincided well with
the values obtained from TMC.
1m

150 kN/m
1m
1m

N1
N2
N3

10 m

20 m

Figure 4.11. Simulation domain and finite element mesh

4.5 APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED CONSTITUTIVE MODEL WITHIN
PLAXIS
The implemented MMC was used to analyze mechanical and settlement behavior
of shallow foundation and deep foundation and stability analysis of earth slope subjected
to extreme hydroclimatic events heavy rainfall and drought.
4.5.1 Analysis of shallow foundation subjected to mechanical and hydroclimatic loads
The settlement of the shallow foundations, which is the key parameter in the design,
is usually calculated for saturated conditions. But the soils are unsaturated due to the deep
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groundwater table and prolonged drought. Previous studies have proved that the settlement
of the shallow foundation is significantly affected by the matric suction and/or degree of
saturation (Ravichandran et al. 2021). Therefore, the settlement behavior of the shallow
foundation subjected to extreme hydroclimatic events was analyzed using the MMC
implemented in PLAXIS.
4.5.1.1 Finite element model and analysis
For the analysis, a shallow foundation with a width of 1 m and embedded at the
ground surface, as shown in Figure 4.11, was used. The two-dimensional plane strain
formulation was used to model the soil-shallow foundation interaction. The simulation
domain was spatially discretized using 15-Node triangular elements. The deformation and
groundwater flow boundaries were assigned to the model to match the field conditions.
The deformation in the x-direction is restrained along the left and right vertical boundaries
and in both x- and y-directions along the base. The flow through the base and vertical sides
was restricted by applying closed flow boundary conditions. The mesh was refined around
the foundation, where stress, deformation, and/or flow are concentrated to capture the high
gradients accurately. A size and mesh sensitivity study was performed to select the size of
the simulation domain (20 m x 10 m) to ensure that the computed results are not affected
by the size and the mesh selection. The soil properties needed for the MMC model shown
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were used. The initial degree of saturation of 20% and corresponding
suction of 218 kPa was used to simulate the extreme drought condition. The hydroclimatic
load-time history shown in Figure 4.12 was used to simulate the extreme hydroclimatic
event (heavy rainfall and drought). The heavy rainfall of intensity 0.13 m/day was modeled
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using the inflow boundary condition on the ground surface, while the evaporation (drought)
of 0.13 m/day was modeled using the outflow boundary condition.
According to the U.S. Drought Monitor the longest duration of drought in
California lasted 376 weeks from the end of 2011-2019. Therefore, in this study, to achieve
the extreme drought condition, 4 years of extreme drought was considered, as shown in
Figure 4.12. The rainfall was applied for 10 days, and the drought was applied for 4 years.
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Figure 4.12. Hydroclimatic load-time history
4.5.1.2 Results and discussion
The finite element simulation with MMC predicted 0.11 mm settlement at the
bottom of the foundation while the TMC predicted 10 mm, which is much higher than the
realistic value. This is due to the higher stiffness induced by the modulus at the initial
degree of saturation of 20%, as shown in Figure 4.10 (b). The hydroclimatic loads shown
in Figure 4.12 was applied for analyzing the effect of rainfall and drought on the settlement
behavior of shallow foundation. The rainfall infiltrated to a depth of 2 m (influence zone)
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at the end of 3.25 days, as shown in Figure 4.13 (a). The degree of saturation-time history
for the hydroclimatic load is shown in Figure 4.14 (a). The results indicated that the initial
degree of saturation of 20% reached a maximum value of 91.3% at a depth of 0 m, 1 m,
and 2 m at the end of 0.93, 1.36 days, and 3.25 days, respectively. The wetting front moved
at a depth of 6.25 m at the end of ten days of rainfall, as shown in Figure 4.13 (b). The
degree of saturation at the ground surface reduced to 30% at the end of the drought phase,
as shown in Figures 4.13 (c) and 4.14 (a). It is evident from the degree of saturation-time
history (Figure 4.14) and contours (Figure 4.13(a)) that the wetting front reached the
influence zone (2 m below the bottom of the footing) at the end of 3.25 days. Figure 4.14
(b) shows the soil settled due to rainfall until 3.25 days when the wetting front reached the
influence zone. The soil started to heave after 3.25 days and started to settle once the
rainfall was stopped and continued settling during drought.
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Wetting front

60 %
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40 %
30 %
20 %

Wetting front
(a)
(a)

10 %
(c)
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Figure 4.13. Degree of saturation contours at the end of (a) 3.25 days, (b) 10 days of
rainfall, and (c) 4 years of drought
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Figure 4.14. (a) Degree of saturation-time history and (b) vertical displacement-time
history below the center of the foundation due to mechanical and hydrological loads
at node N1
4.5.2 Analysis of drilled shaft subjected to mechanical and hydroclimatic loads
In this section, the settlement and mechanical behavior of a drilled shaft subjected
to mechanical and hydroclimatic loads were investigated using PLAXIS 2D. The finite
element model development and the results are presented in the subsequent sections.
4.5.2.1 Finite element model and analysis
For the analysis, a drilled shaft with a diameter of 1 m and shaft length of 12 m, as
shown in Figure 4.15, was used. The two-dimensional axisymmetric formulation was used
to model the soil and drilled shaft. The pile was modeled by using non-porous linear elastic
material with a modulus of 24.8 GPa. The simulation domain was spatially discretized
using 15-Node triangular elements. The deformation boundaries and groundwater flow
boundaries were assigned to the model to match the field conditions. The deformation in
the x-direction is restrained along the left and right vertical boundaries and in both x- and
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y-directions along the base of the simulation domain. The flow through the base and
vertical sides was restricted by applying closed flow boundary conditions. The mesh was
refined around the pile where stress, deformation, and/or flow is concentrated to capture
the high gradients accurately. A size and mesh sensitivity study was performed to select
the size of the simulation domain (40 m x 20 m) to ensure that the computed results are not
affected by the size and the mesh selection. The soil properties used for the MMC model
are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The initial degree of saturation of 20% and corresponding
suction of 218 kPa was used to simulate the extreme drought condition. The skin and tip
resistance were calculated as 1964.34 kN and 827.66 kN, respectively, using analytical
equations available in the literature. A factor of safety of 2 was used to get the ultimate
capacity of 1396 kN. The load was converted into a surface load of 1777.4 kN/m2 and
applied on the pile.
1777.4 kN/m2

12 m
20 m
0.5 m

40 m

Figure 4.15. Simulation domain and finite element mesh
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4.5.2.2 Results and discussion
The mechanical load applied at the top of the pile induced a maximum vertical
settlement of 0.24 mm and 4.14 mm when the initial degree of saturation was 20% and
100%, respectively. The variation of the vertical displacement and stress along the plie
axis, as shown in Figure 4.16, was considered for all the analyses related to pile
displacement. Since the surface load was applied on the pile head, the vertical displacement
and vertical stresses contours along the pile width were similar. Therefore, the values of
displacements and stresses were obtained at the middle of the pile by selecting nodes and
stress points, respectively. The variation of vertical displacement due to the mechanical
load of 1396 kN induced in the pile along the plie length is shown in Figures 4.17 (a) and
(b) with initial degrees of saturation of 20% and 100%, respectively.
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Figure 4.16. Contours for (a) axial force and (b) vertical displacement subjected to
mechanical load
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Figure 4.17. Settlement profile of the pile subjected to mechanical load with uniform
initial degrees of saturation of (a) 20% and (b) 100%
The effect of hydroclimatic events on the behavior of the pile was analyzed by
applying the hydroclimatic load shown in Figure 4.12. Figures 4.18 (a) and (b) show the
degree of saturation contours at the end of 10 days of rainfall and 4 years of drought for
the selected area shown in the dotted line in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.19 (a) shows the degree
of saturation-time history at the pile head, middle of the pile, and pile tip. The results
indicated that the wetting front reached a depth of 6 m at the end of 10.5 days of rainfall.
The degree of saturation decreased and reached a minimum value of 29.4% near the pile
head at the end of the drought. Figure 4.19 (b) shows the maximum settlement induced in
the pile head due to the hydroclimatic effect. The pile head settled to a maximum value of
0.0087 mm. The pile head settled during rainfall and moved upward once the drought phase
started to a maximum value of 0.044 mm.
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Figure 4.18. Degree of saturation contours at the end of (a) 10 days of rainfall and
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4.5.2.2.1 Variation in tip and skin resistances
The mechanical load of 1777.4 kN/m2 induced a maximum axial force of 1396.2
kN and 238.95 kN in the pile head and tip, respectively. Figure 4.20 shows the variation of
axial force in the pile due to the mechanical load. From the figure, it is observed that the
skin resistance developed in the pile due to the mechanical load was 1188.3 kN when the
initial degree of saturation was 20%. The axial forces at the pile head and tip were 1401.67
kN and 229.66 kN, respectively, when the initial degree of saturation was 100%. Therefore,
the skin resistance induced in the pile when the initial degree of saturation was 100% was
1172.01 kN. This shows that the skin resistance obtained when the initial degree of
saturation was 20% (suction= 218 kPa) was higher than the initial degree of saturation of
100%. This finding of the results coincided well with the findings of Robert (2017). Robert
(2017) showed that the increased strength and stiffness associated with soil suction
increased the lateral load on pipelines.
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Figure 4.20. Axial force distribution in the pile subjected to mechanical load
with uniform initial degrees of saturation of (a) 20% and (b) 100%
Figure 4.21 shows the axial force induced in the pile at the end of rainfall (10.5
days), 100 days, and drought (1470 days). The significant difference in the axial force along
the pile was observed at the depth of 2-10 m of the pile. The results showed that the axial
force induced in the pile due to rainfall was lower than the axial force induced at the end
of 100 days. The maximum axial force distribution was obtained at the end of the drought.
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Figure 4.21. Axial force distribution in a pile at the (a) end of rainfall (10.5 days), (b)
end of 100 days, and (c) end of rainfall and drought
Figure 4.22 shows the variation of skin resistance with time. The results indicated
that the skin resistance reduced when the water infiltrated and increased once the drought
phase started. Again, the skin resistance reduced after 100 days when the degree of
saturation near the pile tip increased to 58%, as shown in Figure 4.19 (a). This shows the
increase in the resistance given by the soil due to the increase of matric suction caused by
drought. The skin resistance reached a maximum value of 1080.60 kN at the end of 100
days of the hydroclimatic event.
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Figure 4.22. Variation of skin resistance due to hydroclimatic loads
Figure 4.23 shows the variation of tip resistance due to hydroclimatic loads. The
matric suction and tip resistance were almost constant until around 20 days because the
wetting front was above the tip of the pile. Then, it began to decrease due to the movement
of the wetting front within the influence zone below the tip. The decrease in tip resistance
continued until it reached the lowest value of 252.4 kN at around 60 days. The tip resistance
increased during the drought phase when the matric suction increased, and the tip resistance
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Figure 4.23. Variation of tip resistance due to hydrological loads
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reached 266.8 kN at the end of the drought.

4.5.3 Analysis of earth slopes subjected to hydroclimatic loads
This section deals with the stability and deformation behavior of the earth slope
with a slope ratio of 1.5H: 1V subjected to the hydroclimatic event was analyzed using the
MMC model and TMC model. The details of the analysis are described below.
4.5.3.1 Finite element model and analysis
A two-dimensional plane strain model was used to represent the earth slope shown
in Figure 4.24 in PLAXIS 2D. The simulation domain was discretized spatially using 15node triangular plane strain elements, and the mesh near the slope was refined for accurate
results. The gravity loading function was used to generate the initial stresses by applying
the self-weight of the slope. The deformation boundaries used in the analysis restrain
deformations of the vertical sides against translation in the x-direction and the base of the
model against translation in both x- and y-directions. The flow boundaries were assigned
such that the flow through the base and vertical sides of the domain is restricted by applying
closed flow boundary conditions. A constant suction of 1141 kPa was maintained
throughout the slope by maintaining an initial degree of saturation of 20% to simulate the
extremely dry condition. The properties shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were used for the
analysis.
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Figure 4.24. Simulation domain and finite element mesh
4.5.3.2 Results and discussion
The analysis of the slope subjected to the extreme hydroclimatic event was carried
out by applying the hydroclimatic load-time history shown in Figure 4.12. The
hydroclimatic load was applied to the ground surfaces and slope face. The initial factor of
safety (FoS) was obtained as 6.16. The results indicated that the FoS dropped drastically at
the end of four days, as shown in Figure 4.25. This is because the wetting front reached the
critical failure surface at the end of four days. Figure 4.26 shows the critical failure surfaces
obtained at the initial stage and the end of four days due to rainfall. The wetting front
reached the failure surface at the end of four days due to rainfall. This is the reason for the
sudden drop in the FoS at the end of four days.
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Figure 4.26. Comparison of critical failure surfaces predicted before and after four
days of rainfall
The FoS of 6.16 dropped to 1.816 for the MMC model at the end of rainfall. This
change can be related to the decrease of suction to 0 kPa resulting in loss of strength in the
soil due to the values of modulus and cohesion becoming equal to the saturated modulus
and cohesion. At the end of ten days, the FoS reached a value of 1.65. This variation of
FoS indicates the reason for prolonged heavy rainfall inducing slope failures in slopes that
stay strong for many years. Then, the FoS started to increase once the drought phase started.
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The FoS increased to 3.14 at the end of the drought phase, as shown in Figure 4.25. Figure
4.27 compares the critical failure surface obtained at the end of the drought phase with the
initial critical failure surface. The results indicated that the critical failure surface deepened
during the drought phase compared to the critical failure surface at the end of four days of
rainfall. But the critical failure surface at the end of four days was shallower than the initial
critical failure surface, as the degree of saturation in the critical failure surface was 30%
due to drought, which is higher than the initial degree of saturation of 20%.

Figure 4.27. Comparison of critical failure surfaces predicted before, at the end of 4
days of rainfall, and at the end of 4 years of drought

4.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a MMC model along with fully coupled flow-deformation was used
to analyze the deformation and stability behavior of different geotechnical engineering
problems. Initially, a simple MC model that takes into account the variation of matric
suction and/or degree of saturation in the modulus and failure was proposed. The proposed
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model was validated with the experimental triaxial tests conducted for different soil types
under unsaturated conditions. Then the proposed model was implemented in the PLAXIS
using the UDSM model feature. The verification of the implemented model (MMC) gave
a better agreement with the TMC at different suction and degree of saturation values.
Finally, the implemented model was used to analyze the effect of extreme
hydroclimatic events, rainfall, and drought on the behavior of shallow foundation, drilled
shaft, and earth slope. The settlement behavior of shallow foundation subjected to
hydroclimatic events indicated that the soil heaved due to rainfall and settled once the
drought phase started. The settlement behavior of the pile indicated that the settlement of
the pile head increased with the rainfall. The skin resistance of the pile decreased during
the rainfall phase and increased during the drought phase. The stability analysis of the earth
slope indicated that the FoS at the start (6.16, 58%) dropped drastically to 1.816 when the
wetting front due to rainfall reached the critical failure surface. The observation from the
stability analysis indicated the reason for the slope failures subjected to prolonged extreme
rainfall. Therefore, the developed model can predict the increased strength and stiffness
due to the soil suction in the unsaturated soils. Also, the implemented model can be used
to predict the temporal and spatial variation of strength and stiffness of the soil during
extreme hydroclimatic events. Due to the simplicity and for easy access to the model
parameters, the proposed model does not deal with defining a new constitutive model for
the MC model, and the hardening and softening behavior are not considered.
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CHAPTER 5 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF SLOPE STABILITY
SUBJECTED TO RAINFALL
5.1 ABSTRACT
Earth slopes are part of many critical systems such as earth dams, levees, and
highway embankments. The failure of the slopes is dependent on the geometry of the slope,
properties of the soil, and extreme events. Uncertainties in soil properties (e.g., friction
angle, cohesion) and rainfall (e.g., intensity and duration of rainfall) are not taken into
account in the deterministic stability analysis of slopes subjected to rainfall. Probabilistic
methods take into account the variability of random variables that affect the stability of
slopes and derive a range of FoS values. The range of FoS values is used to find the
probability of failure, which is essential in calculating the risk of the slopes subjected to
rainfall. Therefore, in this study, the probabilistic analysis of the stability of slopes
subjected to rainfall is presented using the Monte-Carlo simulation method (MCS) and the
first-order reliability method (FORM). The probabilistic analysis of homogeneous slope
considers the uncertainties in the shear strength parameters (friction angle) and rainfall
(intensity and duration). First, the stability of slopes subjected to rainfall with different
friction angles, rainfall intensities, and durations was analyzed using a coupled flowdeformation code, PLAXIS 2D. Then, the response surface method (RSM) was derived by
relating the factor of safety (FoS) with friction angle, slope angle, rainfall intensity, and
rainfall duration. Finally, the derived mathematical model from RSM was used to calculate
the failure probability of the slope subjected to rainfall using MCS and FORM. The total
probability of failure obtained using MCS and FORM were 0.0633 and 0.0640,
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respectively, for SR1. Meanwhile, the total probability of failure obtained from MCS and
FORM were 0.0249 and 0.0229, respectively, for SR2. According to the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, the probability of failure for SR1 and SR2 shows the performance level of
unsatisfactory and poor, respectively. The proposed framework can be used as a tool to
evaluate the performance level of slopes subjected to rainfall with the aid of the failure
probability of slopes.
5.2 INTRODUCTION
Disasters associated with slope instability induced by rainfall result in severe
damage to human life and properties. The assessment of the stability of natural and
manmade slopes is dominated by uncertainties in the soil properties, geology of the site,
soil properties, and extreme events. Probabilistic analysis of slope stability provides an
efficient way of incorporating these uncertainties, which is not taken into account in the
conventional design. The reliability of slope is expressed in terms of reliability index,
which relates to the probability of slope failure where the factor of safety (FoS) is less than
unity. The direct integration method, point estimate method, first-order second-moment
method, FORM, and MCS are some of the probabilistic methods used by researchers for
estimating the reliability of slope stability (Griffiths et al. 2010).
Several studies have been conducted to estimate the failure probability of rainfall
through mechanics-based models (Cai et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2014). Lu et
al. (2021) suggested a mechanics-based approach to estimate the annual probability of
slope failure subjected to rainfall in Singapore. In their study, the uncertainty of soil
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properties and annual rainfall events were considered. The annual rainfall events were
modeled through a bivariate distribution of intensity and duration, and the MCS was used
to calculate the annual failure probability. They found out that for the slope selected, the
slip surface was deep when the rainfall duration was small, and the critical slip surface
gradually moved to the upper wetted zone when the rainfall duration increased. Jiang et al.
(2014) developed an efficient method of reliability analysis based on MCS and limit
equilibrium methods (LEM) to estimate the probability of slope failures in spatially
variable soils. They illustrated the proposed MCS through a cohesive slope example and
concluded that the proposed method estimated the probability of failure considering the
spatial variability of the soil properties and improving the computational efficiency at small
probability levels.
Among the many reliability methods available, the MCS is widely used to calculate
the probability of failure that cannot be readily solved by analytical methods. The
advantage of using MCS is that it provides a simple framework for the reliability analysis
of the system and can be used in repetitive executions for determining the FoS in a
systematic manner (Liu et al. 2020). MCS is robust to the finite element modeling (FEM)
for system reliability analysis of geotechnical systems, including stability of slopes
(Ravichandran et al. 2021; Ravichandran et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2020).
Although the above studies have provided a valuable understanding of how the
uncertainties in soil properties can affect the FoS and the probability of the slope failure,
most of them mainly focus on the uncertainties of soil properties expect Lu et al. (2021),
where the annual rainfall event is considered. The study by Lu et al. (2021) is limited to
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the sample slope in Singapore, and the annual extreme rainfall events were considered. In
this study, the probability of failure of sandy slopes subjected to rainfall with daily rainfall
rates from 3812 stations in the U.S is considered. The numerical investigation of the
stability of slopes subjected to rainfall should be carried out in a coupled flow-deformation
manner which takes into account the variations in the weight of the sliding mass and shear
strength with the degree of saturation and matric suction along the failure surface
(Vickneswaran and Ravichandran 2022). Therefore, in this study, the fully coupled flowdeformation code, PLAXIS 2D, was used to analyze the stability of slopes subjected to
rainfall, taking into account the spatial and temporal variation of matric suction and degree
of saturation.
This study considers the variation in the shear strength parameter, rainfall intensity,
and rainfall duration for the probabilistic analysis of slope stability subjected to rainfall.
Initially, slope stability analysis with different shear strength parameters, rainfall
intensities, and durations were carried out using PLAXIS 2D. Then, the mathematical
relationship between the FoS and the random variables were derived using the response
surface analysis. Finally, MCS and FORM were used to calculate the probability of failure
depending on the RSM. The details of the analysis are described in the following sections.

5.3 COUPLED HYDRO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF EARTH SLOPE
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SUBJECTED TO RAINFALL
The coupled flow-deformation formulation must be used for the accurate prediction
of the time-dependent stability of slopes subjected to rainfall. In this study, PLAXIS 2D
was used for the time-dependent estimation of FoS of slopes subjected to rainfall. Readers
can refer to the PLAXIS 2D manual (PLAXIS 2D 2022) and the co-author’s previous work
(Vickneswaran and Ravichandran 2022; Vickneswaran et al. 2021) on the governing
equations used for the fully coupled-flow deformation analysis.
The FoS is used as the major indicator for the probabilistic analysis of slope
stability. In PLAXIS 2D, the FoS is calculated using the strength reduction method (SRM)
PLAXIS 2D. In SRM, the strength parameters c and   of the soil are reduced by dividing
them by the strength reduction factor (SRF). The slope equilibrium is achieved by
increasing the SRF, which reduces the soil strength.
5.3.1 Soil properties
The variation in the shear strength parameters was considered by changing the
friction angle. Since the sandy soils are considered in this study, the variation in the
cohesion was not considered. The possible variation in friction angle (   ) in sandy soil was
estimated by assuming a COV of 10% (Phoon 2008) and a mean of 300. These statistical
parameters resulted in a standard deviation of 3° and the variation between 27° and 33° for
the effective friction angle when considering ±1 standard deviation.
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The variation in dilation angle was not considered in this study. Griffiths and Lane
(1999) observed that using a dilation angle of zero helped predict a model with a reliable
FoS. Also, they noted that Young’s modulus and poison’s ratio had a negligible influence
on safety. A similar observation was made by Hammah et al. (2005), considering the effect
of Young’s modulus (2000–200,000 kPa), poison’s ratio (0.2–0.48), and dilation angle (0–
350) on the factor of safety of a homogeneous soil slope. Similarly, Cheng et al. (2007)
concluded that dilation angle and Young’s modulus are not significantly important in the
slope stability analysis. Therefore, in this study, a dilation angle of 0 degrees, poison’s ratio
of 0.3, and Young’s modulus of 30 MPa were adopted.
5.3.2 Rainfall intensity and duration
The daily rainfall data from 1979 to 2020 for 3812 stations in the U.S. was obtained
from Global Historical Climatology Network Daily (GHCNd). From the obtained data, the
rainfall intensities of 0.33 m/day, 0.41 m/day, and 0.49 m/day were used with a duration
of 1-10 days were used for the estimation of FoS of slopes subjected to rainfall. The mean
and standard deviation of the rainfall intensities used were 0.41 m/day and 0.08 m/day,
respectively. The rainfall was applied for ten days to allow the water to infiltrate enough
into the critical failure surface to affect the stability.
5.3.3 Finite Element Modeling
A two-dimensional plane strain model was used to model the slope in PLAXIS 2D.
The simulation domain was discretized spatially using 15-Node triangular plane strain
elements, and the mesh near the slope was refined for accurate results. The gravity loading
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function was used to generate the initial stresses by applying the self-weight of the slope.
The deformation boundaries and groundwater flow boundaries were assigned to the model
such that the deformations of the vertical sides against translation in the x-direction and the
base of the model against translation in both x and y directions are restrained. The flow
boundaries were assigned such that the flow through the base and vertical sides of the
domain is restricted by applying closed flow boundary conditions.
Size sensitivity analysis was carried out to ensure that the selected size for the
simulation domain does not affect the computed results. Similarly, the mesh sensitivity
analysis was carried out to eliminate the effect of the number of elements and nodes on the
computed results. A similar procedure was followed to obtain a suitable mesh size to
eliminate the mesh dependency of the computed results. The slope was refined around the
areas where stress, deformation, and/or flow are concentrated to capture the high gradients
accurately. The sample simulation domain used for the slope ratio 1.5H: 1V (SR1) is shown
in Figure 5. 1. A similar simulation domain was used for the slope ratio 2H: 1V (SR2) by
changing the width from 18 m to 24 m.
The stress-strain behavior of the soil was represented by the nonlinear elastoplastic
Hardening Soil (HS) material model available in PLAXIS 2D. HS model takes into account
the reduction in modulus with increase in strain. The key input parameters of the HS model
ref
in PLAXIS 2D are (a) secant modulus at 50% of the failure stress ( E 50
), (b) tangent
ref
ref
modulus for primary oedometer loading ( E oed
), (c) unloading/reloading modulus ( E ur
),

which is calculated from E ur , (d) power of stress level dependency of modulus ( m ), (e)
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effective cohesion ( c ), (f) effective friction angle (   ), and (g) Poisson's ratio ( ). All
the moduli are corresponding to the reference (ref) confining pressure of 100 kPa ( p ref ).
40 m

18 m

25 m

22 m
10 m

83 m

Figure 5. 1. Simulation domain used for the stability analysis
5.4 PARAMETRIC STUDY
Several finite element analyses were carried out for two slope ratios of SR1 and
SR2 subjected to rainfall. Three slope soil with friction angles of 270, 300, and 330, three
rainfall intensities of 0.33 mm/day, 0.41 mm/day, and 0.48 mm/day, and ten rainfall
durations of 1 to 10 days with an interval of 1 day were used for the analysis.
5.4.1 Effect of rainfall intensity and duration on the stability for SR1
The effect of rainfall intensity and duration on the stability of SR1 was analyzed.
Figures 5. 2 (a), (b), and (c) show the variation of FoS with time for friction angles 270,
300, and 330. The slope with a friction angle of 270 failed for the rainfall intensity of 0.49
m/day at the end of four days. Meanwhile, the slopes failed when the intensities were 0.33
m/day and 0.41 m/day at the end of five and six days, respectively. The slope failed at the
end of the six and ten days for the intensities of 0.49 m/day and 0.41 m/day, respectively.
For all the other cases, failure was not achieved within the ten days of rainfall.
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Figure 5. 2. Temporal variation of FoS for SR1 slope with friciton angle (a) 270, (b)
300, and (c) 330
5.4.2 Effect of rainfall intensity and duration on the stability for SR2
The effect of rainfall intensity and duration on the stability of SR2 was analyzed in
this section. Figures 5. 3 (a), (b), and (c) show the variation of FoS with time for friction
angles 270, 300, and 330, respectively. The results indicated that the slope did not fail within
the ten days of rainfall for all the combinations of friction angles, intensities, and duration.
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The initial FoS of 1.45 for the slope with a friction angle of 270 reduced to 1.31, 1.29, and
1.24 at the end of ten days of rainfall with intensities of 0.33 m/day, 0.41 m/day, and 0.49
m/day, respectively. The initial FoS of 1.58 for the slope with a friction angle of 300
reduced to 1.42, 1.32, and 1.30 at the end of ten days of rainfall with intensities of 0.33
m/day, 0.41 m/day, and 0.49 m/day, respectively. The initial FoS of 1.76 for the slope with
a friction angle of 330 reduced to 1.57, 1.51, and 1.48 at the end of ten days of rainfall with
intensities of 0.33 m/day, 0.41 m/day, and 0.49 m/day, respectively.
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Figure 5. 3. Temporal variation of FoS for SR2 slope with friction angle (a) 270, (b)
300, and (c) 330
5.4.3 Effect of friction angle on the stability of the slope for SR1
The effect of friction angle on the stability of SR1 was analyzed. Figures 5. 4 (a),
(b), and (c) show the variation of FoS with time for rainfall intensities 0.33 m/day, 0.41
m/day and 0.49 m/day, respectively for friction angles 270, 300, and 330. The results
indicated that the FoS was lowest for the friction angle of 270.
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Figure 5. 4. Temporal variation of FoS for SR1 slope for rainfall intensity (a) 0.33
m/day, (b) 0.41 m/day, and (c) 0.49 m/day
5.4.4 Effect of friction angle on the stability of the slope for SR2
The effect of friction angle on the stability of SR2 was analyzed. Figures 5. 5 (a),
(b), and (c) show the variation of FoS with time for rainfall intensities 0.33 m/day, 0.41
m/day and 0.49 m/day, respectively for friction angles 270, 300, and 330. The results
indicated that the slope did not fail for all the combinations.
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Figure 5. 5. Temporal variation of FoS for SR2 slope for rainfall intensity (a) 0.33
m/day, (b) 0.41 m/day, and (c) 0.49 m/day
5.5 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF SLOPE SUBJECTED TO RAINFALL
The probabilistic approach for slope stability offers a systematic way to incorporate
the uncertainties in the soil properties and environmental conditions. Among the other
probabilistic methods available (MCS, FORM, subset simulation method, etc.), the
response surface method has been proved to be a computationally efficient mathematical
method for slope stability analysis (Li et al. 2016). The response surface method (RSM)
was introduced by Wilson in 1951, which optimizes the response that is affected by
different independent variables. RSM has been used as a powerful tool for carrying out the
reliability analysis of engineering problems (Jahnavi 2016).
5.5.1 Response surface method
In this study, 170 simulations with different slope ratios, friction angles, rainfall
intensities, and rainfall duration were created to obtain the FoS of the slopes subjected to
rainfall. The obtained FoS with the independent variables slope ratio, friction angle, rainfall
intensity, and rainfall duration were utilized for the RSM. Equation 1 shows the
mathematical relationship between the FoS and the independent variables used in the
analysis. The mathematical model for predicting FoS was created using multiple linear
regression of approximation. Among the common models available in the response surface
method, the second-order polynomial model is used in the study, as shown in Equation 1.
The derived equation has 14 coefficients that had to be determined, including one intercept,
4 linear term coefficients, 6 two-factor interaction coefficients, and 3 quadratic term
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coefficients. The obtained values of the coefficient of determination are shown in Equation
5.1. The R2 value of 0.96 shows that the derived mathematical model fitted the numerical
simulations well.
FoS = 2.971 + 0.39 RI + 0.0194 RD − 0.1024 FA + 0.0038SA − 0.36 RI * RI
−0.000087 RD * RD + 0.003018FA * FA − 0.1003RI * RD + 0.017 RI * FA −

(5.1)

0.0232 RI * SA − 0.000292 RD * FA + 0.000433RD * SA − 0.001509 FA * SA

where SA is the slope angle (degrees), RI is the rainfall intensity (m/day), RD is
the rainfall duration (days), and FA is the friction angle (degrees).
The absolute values of coefficient effects in the Pareto chart denote the impact
magnitudes of each input parameter. The obtained Pareto chart shown in Figure 5. 6
indicates the linear dependence of the safety factor on all input parameters. In contrast, the
significance of squared terms for FA and RD also suggests a quadratic relation among FoS
and these two factors but small effects. Regarding the impact of individual factors, it is
clear that SA has the strongest influence on FoS (61), whereas the subsequent important
factor (i.e., FA) shows almost 3/4th impact on SA (36). Hence, RI has the least influence
on slope stability than the other parameters.
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Figure 5. 6. Standardized Pareto chart
Figures 5. 7 (a)-(d) show the effect of individual parameters used in the RSM. The
effect of RI, RD, and SA shows linear variation, while the effect of FA shows a non-linear
variation.
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Figure 5. 7. Effect of individual parameters (a) RI, (b) RD, (c) FA, and (d) SA on the
FoS
Figure 5. 8 shows the agreement of the FoS calculated from response surface
equation 1 and the FoS obtained from the finite elmenet analysis. The FoS values agree
well with a R2 value of 0.96.
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Figure 5. 8. Agreement of FoS obtained from response surface (equation 5.1) and
finite element analysis
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5.5.2 Bivariate distribution of the probability of rainfall intensity and duration
The daily rainfall data from 1979 to 2020 for 3812 stations in the U.S was obtained
from Global Historical Climatology Network Daily (GHCNd). From the obtained rainfall
data, the relative frequency of intensity and duration were obtained, as shown in Figure 5.
9. The results showed that the frequency of the lowest rainfall intensity (200 mm/day) with
the shortest duration (1 day) was higher than the other rainfall intensity and duration
combinations. The lowest frequency was obtained for the higher intensity (2000 mm/day)
and longest duration (10 days). Therefore, the bivariate distribution of intensity and
duration is adopted to calibrate the uncertainty associated with daily rainfall events in this
study.
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Figure 5. 9. Bivariate histograms for duration and intensity of the daily rainfall
events
5.5.3 Monte-Carlo simulation
In this study, the mathematical model derived from the response surface analysis
for calculating the FoS was used for calculating the probability distribution of FoS. The
slope SR1 and SR2 were kept constant, and the MCS was used separately for both slope
ratios. The MCS mainly consisted of two steps. First, a 10,000,000 number of random
samples of uncertain parameters was sampled from the lognormal distribution. The
10,000,000 numbers of simulations were conducted until the probability of failure
converged towards the probability of failure obtained from FORM. The friction angle is
typically assumed to follow the lognormal distribution. Then each random sample was used
to calculate the FoS derived from the RSM (Equation 5.1). The probability of failure in this
study was calculated as shown in Equation 5.2.

Pf =

Nf
1 N
I
(
FoS
(
x
)

1)
=

i
N i =1
N

(5.2)

where Pf is the probability of failure, I is the indicator function (Equation 5.1), xi
is the uncertainty parameter (friction angle), N is the number of random samples, and N f
is the number of failure samples. The friction angle was varied with a log-normal
distribution (mean and standard deviation of 3.4010 and 30), as shown in Figure 5. 9. From
the generated random numbers, the values ranging from 200 to 400 typically used for the
sand shear strength property were used for further analysis.
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Figure 5. 10. Lognormal distribution of friction angle
5.5.4 Procedure for determining the reliability index
The probability of failure for rainfall-induced slope instability was estimated by
getting the number of failures calculated using Equation 5.1, where FoS falls below 1 for
different rainfall intensity, duration, and friction angles. The probability of failure was
obtained separately for both slope ratios. Figure 5. 11 shows the procedure adopted for
calculating the probability of failure.
Figure 5. 12 (a) and (b) show the calculated probability of failure for each intensity
and duration for SR1 and SR2 at randomly selected friction angle values using MCS.
Figure 5.12 shows that the probability of failure for intensity 2000 mm/day was higher than
the other intensities. The lowest failure probability of failure, 0.037, was obtained for the
intensity of 200 mm/day.
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Number of trials for friction angle= i (i=0)
Number of trials for rainfall intensity=j(j=0)
Number of trials for duration =k
j=j+1
Input value
SA, RI(j),k=0

k=k+1
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RD(k)
Random values for FA with lognormal distribution

i=i+1
Calcualte the FoS (Equation 5.1)

If
FoS<1

No
No failure

Yes (f=1)
Failure(f)= f+1
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i=10,000,000
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Pf[RI(i)RD(k)] = f/ 10,000,000

No

if k=10
Yes

No

If j=10
Yes
∑Pf[RI(i)RD(k)]

Figure 5. 11. Procedure for calculating the total probability of failure
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Figure 5. 12. Probability of failure for (a) SR1 and (b) SR2 at different rainfall
intensity (m/day)
Figure 5. 13 shows the calculated probability of failure for each intensity and
duration for SR1. The jointed distribution for rainfall intensity and duration indicated that
the probability of failure for intensities 200 mm/day and 400 mm/day was 0. This indicates
for the distribution of the selected range of friction angle that there are no failures for the
SR1 for the intensities 200 mm/day and 400 mm/day. The maximum probability of failure
of 0.6457 was obtained for the rainfall intensity of 1000 mm/day for 10 days. The
probability of failure distribution of rainfall intensity and duration indicates that for SR1,
the maximum failure probability occurred from 600 mm/day to 1400 mm/day.
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Figure 5. 13. Probability of failure for SR1
Figure 5. 14 shows the probability of failure for SR2 at different rainfall intensities.
The maximum probability of failure of 0.5891 for the intensity of 1400 mm/day and 10
days. The probability of failure distribution of rainfall intensity and duration indicates that
for SR2, the probability of failure is dense from the intensities 800 mm/day to 2000
mm/day. This indicates that there are no failures for the intensities 200 mm/day to 800
mm/day. These results coincided well with the parametric study results shown in Figures
5. 3 (a), (b), and (c).
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Figure 5. 14. Probability of failure for SR2
From the calculated probability of failure and the frequency of rainfall intensity and
duration, the total probability of failure was calculated as shown in Equation 5.3.

Pfailure =  P  failure | I i D j  * P  I i D j 

(5.3)

The calculated probability of failure times and the relative frequency for SR1 and
SR2 are shown in Figures 5. 15, and 16, respectively. Finally, all the

Pfailure =  P  failure | I i D j  * P  I i D j  were added to get the total probability of failure.
The total probability of failure for SR1 is 0.0633, and SR2 is 0.0249.
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Figure 5. 15. Relative frequency  Probability of failure for SR1
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Figure 5. 16. Relative frequency  Probability of failure for SR2
5.5.5 Probability of failure using FORM
The total probability of failure obtained from the MCS method was validated using
the FORM. The maximum probability of failure of 0.4827 for SR1 was obtained for the
rainfall intensity of 1800-2000 mm/day for 10 days.
The total probability of failure was calculated as 0.064 and 0.0229 for slope ratios
SR1 and SR2, respectively.
Table 5.1 summarizes the probability of failure values obtained from MCS and
FORM. U.S.Army Corps of Engineers (1997) proposed the probability of failure ranging
from 0.16 to 3×10-7 for the geotechnical systems. For the SR1, the probability of failure
obtained using MCS and FORM were 0.0633 and 0.0640, respectively. Most geotechnical
systems require a probability of failure less than 0.023 for an expected performance level
better than poor (Wang et al. 2010). According to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(1997), the obtained values of 0.0633 and 0.0640 lie between the expected performance
level of poor and unsatisfactory. This shows that the performance level for the SR1 is close
to unsatisfactory. Similarly, for the SR2, the probability of failure obtained from MCS and
FORM were 0.0249 and 0.0229, respectively. These show closer value to the performance
level of the poor.
Table 5.1. Comparison of the probability of failure obtained using MCS and FORM
Slope
ratio
SR1

Probability of failure
MCS
FORM
0.0633

Difference (%)
(((MCS-FORM)/MCS)  100)
0.0640
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1.11

SR2

0.0249

0.0229

8.03

5.6 CONCLUSION
A general framework for calculating the probability of failure of slopes subjected
to rainfall is proposed. The uncertainties associated with the shear strength parameter,
friction angle, rainfall intensity, and duration are systematically considered. The stability
of the slopes subjected to rainfall was evaluated using finite element coupled flowdeformation code, PLAXIS 2D, and a response surface for the FoS was developed based
on the computed results. Then, using the formulated response surface, the failure
probability was determined using Monte-Carlo simulations and the first-order reliability
method. The probability of failure obtained from MCS and FORM were 0.0633 and 0.0640,
respectively, for SR1 and 0.0249 and 0.0229, respectively, for SR2. According to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, the probability of failure for SR1 and SR2 shows the
performance level of unsatisfactory and poor, respectively. The proposed framework can
be used as a tool to evaluate the performance level of slopes subjected to rainfall with the
aid of the failure probability of slopes.
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CHAPTER 6 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF STABILITY
EARTH SLOPES SUBJECTED TO MULTIPLE EXTREME
EVENTS
6.1 ABSTRACT
The stability and deformation behaviors of earth slopes subjected to common
natural hazards such as heavy rainfall, earthquake, and toe erosion induced by the flood are
investigated in this study using a coupled Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element code.
The investigation considered the effects of individual and simultaneous occurrences of
these events. Initially, a two-dimensional plane strain model was developed for a site in the
USA and analyzed by applying rainfall, earthquake, and toe erosion induced by the flood
separately and then by applying simultaneous occurrence of two events at a time, such as
rainfall-earthquake and rainfall-erosion. The results show that the movement of the slope
was higher for the simultaneous occurrence of these events compared to the individual
events. The percentage reduction in the FoS for the simultaneous occurrence of rainfallerosion was about 24%, 43%, and 56% for 1.5H:1V, 2H:1V, and 3H:1V slopes,
respectively. Rainfall-earthquake induced a maximum vertical movement of 912 mm for
the 1.5H:1V slope. It was also observed that the 1.5H:1V slope is more vulnerable
compared to the other SRs. The parametric study on the effect of the initial dry condition
of the slopes showed that the slope with an initial degree of saturation of 50% had a
maximum factor of safety. Another parametric study conducted to analyze the effect of
rainfall intensity and duration showed that the slope was more vulnerable when the rainfall
intensity of 55.88 mm/h lasted for three days. Finally, the parametric study conducted to
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analyze the effect of ground motion parameters on the behavior of the slopes showed that
the Arias intensity and bracketed duration had a significant influence on the deformation
behavior of the slope.
6.2 INTRODUCTION
Natural events like rainfall, earthquake, and toe erosion induced by the flood alter
the shear strength and equilibrium shear stress along the critical failure surface and trigger
slope failures. Most of the slope failures in the USA and around the world are triggered by
heavy rainfall and earthquake, causing significant damage to the built environment (Spiker
and Gori 2003). It is evident from previous studies that heavy rainfall triggers slope failures
(Do et al. 2016; Zêzere et al. 2005; Spiker and Gori 2003; Rahimi et al. 2010; Dai et al.
2003). Handwerger et al. (2019) found that the extreme rainfall in 2017 in Southern
California triggered extensive slope movement and caused the slope to fail and move long
distances causing significant damage to the built environment. Campbell (1975) concluded
that the cause for the slope failures that transformed into debris flow in the Santa Monica
mountains is due to the infiltration and deep percolation of heavy rainfall. There is a
coincidence between the rainy season and the period when slope failures occur in South
Korea (Lee et al., 2016). It was found that the occurrence of slope failures is affected more
by 3-day cumulative rainfall than 1-day rainfall. Cai and Ugai (2004) found that the slopes
with low and high permeability failed when a high-intensity rainfall lasted for a long and
short duration, respectively. Rahimi et al. (2010) concluded that the stability of slopes with
high permeability (hydraulic conductivity higher than 10-4 m/s) is affected by high rainfall
intensity, and the stability of slopes with low permeability (hydraulic conductivity less than
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10-6 m/s) is affected by low rainfall intensity. Gofar and Rahardjo (2017) studied the
stability of soil slopes with slope angles 450 and 700 and with sand and clayey soils
subjected to a 50-year return period of rainfall. They found from the stability analysis that
the factor of safety (FoS) of sandy soil was higher than that of clayey soil.
Infiltration of water in unsaturated soils causes a reduction in matrix suction and an
increase in the moisture content, leading to slope instability. Rahimi et al. (2010) analyzed
the consequence of antecedent rainfall patterns on the stability of the slopes. The slope with
low conductivity was influenced significantly by the antecedent rainfall compared to the
slope with high conductivity. Khattab et al. (2018) carried out an experimental study on
the effect of external loads, duration, and intensity of rainfall on the stability of unsaturated
slopes made up of clayey and alluvial soils. They concluded that the load-carrying capacity
of clayey soil was higher than the alluvial soil and the total suction of the slope with alluvial
soil was affected by the applied vertical stresses significantly compared to the clayey soil.
Robinson et al. (2016) analyzed the effect of current and future climatic conditions on the
stability of the slopes. From the previous studies, it is necessary to systematically
understand the impacts of rainfall intensity and duration on the stability of soil slopes with
different initial degrees of saturation and slope ratios. This is one of the objectives of this
study.
Earthquake is another cause of slope failure. Nakamura et al. (2014) concluded that
most of the slope failures induced by the earthquake in 2011 off the Pacific Coast of
Tohoku were mainly slope failures with long-distance travel. The 2004 Niigata earthquake
and the 2015 Nepal earthquake prove that the pre-and post-rainfall events after an
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earthquake have triggered large slope failures. Park et al. (2018) carried out a study to
analyze the changes in the slope stability caused by the Gyeongju earthquake, South Korea,
numerically. They found that FoS decreased by about 20% due to the earthquake. Although
rainfall and earthquake destabilize slopes, a systematic study is warranted to understand
the combined effect of earthquakes after heavy rainfall.
Another critical factor that causes slope failures, particularly in river embankments,
is the toe erosion induced by the flood. Zingg (1940) and Tang and Chen (1997) showed
that soil erosion increases with the slope gradient. But all these experiments show that this
relationship is valid only for a specific range of slope ratios. During Hurricane Harvey in
2017, a team mobilized by the Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance Association
(GEER) identified severe erosion and sediment transport events along the Guadalupe,
Colorado, and Brazos Rivers, Texas (Stark et al. 2017). Specific concerns included the
deposition of large sediment volumes from riverbank failures, scour at subaqueous
systems, and river meandering effects.
Recently, geologists have documented earthquakes with a low magnitude after
heavy rainfall in Germany, Switzerland, and France (Brahic 2008). High rainfall intensity
can trigger earthquakes which are called “disaster triggering disaster” (Brahic 2008).
Eighteen months of time interval was observed between an earthquake with a magnitude
of seven that hit Haiti and several hurricanes (Brahic 2008). Also, in the same article, it
was mentioned that an earthquake of magnitude 6.4 temblors that shook Taiwan in 2009
occurred after several months of Typhoon Morakot, which had 2.9 meters of rain in five
days. Vickneswaran and Ravichandran (2020) investigated the stability of earth slope from
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Albuquerque, NM, subjected to single and multi-hazards using PLAXIS 2D. Their study
showed that the slope movements due to dual hazards of earthquake after rainfall and toe
erosion after rainfall were higher than the single hazard of rainfall, erosion, and earthquake.
Real-world scenarios like rainfall followed by an earthquake and the combination of
rainfall and toe erosion induced by the flood can worsen the stability of the slopes.
This study focuses on using the finite element method to investigate the stability
and deformation behavior of slopes subjected to extreme events of rainfall, earthquake, and
toe erosion induced by the flood and the simultaneous occurrence of erosion after rainfall
and earthquake after rainfall. Further, several parametric studies were conducted to
investigate the effect of rainfall parameters (intensity and duration), initial degree of
saturation of the slope, and ground motion parameters (peak ground acceleration, mean
period, Arias intensity, and bracketed duration) on the deformation behavior and stability
of slopes.
6.3 FAILURE INVESTIGATION OF SLOPE SUBJECTED TO MULTIPLE
HAZARDS USING COUPLED GEOTECHNICAL-HYDROLOGICAL FINITE
ELEMENT MODELING
Accurate modeling of the stability and deformation behavior of earth slopes
subjected to hydrological, static, and dynamic loads requires coupling the flow and
deformation behavior at the governing equation level. This is because the flow of water
affects the strength and deformation behavior of soils and the deformation affects the flow
of water. In this study, the finite element software PLAXIS was used to perform the
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analysis. The software can analyze the stability of slopes with complex geometries,
material anisotropy, nonlinear behavior, and most importantly, flow and deformation
behavior in a coupled manner, which cannot be performed using limit equilibrium methods.
6.3.1 Soil properties
The soil properties presented in Lanzafame et al. (2017) for a site in Sacramento,
California, were used in this study. Lanzafame et al. (2017) studied a cross-section of a
levee of the Sacramento River to understand the effect of hydraulic conductivity on the
stability of the embankment. The soil at this site is primarily a poorly graded sand with silt
(SP-SM). The key properties of the soil obtained from this study are shown in Table 6.1.
6.3.2 Hydraulic models and model parameters
Among the many SWCC available in the literature, the van Genuchten model
(1980) shown in Equation 6.6 was used in this study. It is a common practice to represent
the unsaturated hydraulic ( kunsat ) as a product of saturated hydraulic conductivity ( k sat )
and relative hydraulic conductivity ( kr ), as shown in Equation 6.7. Mualem-van Genuchten
(Mualem 1976; van Genuchten 1980) proposed the model, as shown in Equation 6.8, for
the relative hydraulic conductivity based on the corresponding SWCC. The SWCC and
relative hydraulic conductivity model parameters were calculated using the data presented
in Ellithy (2017) for the same type of soil, i.e., SP-SM. The critical hydraulic parameters
are shown in Table 6.1. Figures 6.1(a) and (b) show the SWCC and the variation of
hydraulic conductivity with the matric suction for the soil used in the analysis.
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Table 6.1. Soil properties
General Properties
Value
Groundwater parameters
3
Saturated unit weight (kN/m )
18.9
Residual water content
3
Unsaturated unit weight (kN/m ) 15.0
Saturated water content
Saturated Young's modulus
Fitting parameter for air
30
2
(MN/m )
entry value α (m-1)
Poisson's ratio
0.3
Fitting parameter n
Effective angle of friction
38
Void ratio
Saturated hydraulic
Effective cohesion (kN/m2)
2
conductivity (m/day)

Value
0.045
0.43
14.5
2.68
0.83
7.13
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Figure 6.1 (a) SWCC and (b) Hydraulic conductivity vs. matric suction
6.3.3 Constitutive model and model parameters
In this study, the stress-strain behavior of the soil was represented by the nonlinear
Hardening Soil (HS) model available in PLAXIS. A schematic of the stress-strain
relationship of the HS model is shown in Figure 2.1. From the available data (Lanzafame
ref

ref
et al. 2017), the HS model parameters were calibrated ( E 50 = 30000 kN/m2, Eoed
= 26470

kN/m2, and Eurref = 90000 kN/m2).
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6.3.4 Rainfall intensity and duration
Among the largest storms that hit the Sacramento area, the storm that occurred in
January 1995 was considered for the analysis in this study (Huff 1995). According to the
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), this storm had a maximum rainfall intensity of
192 mm/day, which is considered heavy rainfall. In this study, to investigate the effect of
heavy rainfall on the stability and deformation behavior of the slope, a rainfall intensity of
192 mm/day was applied for five days and no rainfall for another five days, as shown in
Figure 6.2.
6.3.5 Erosion rate
Several studies have been reported in the literature to identify the parameters that
control the erosion rate and correlate it to the physical properties of the soil (Hanson and
Temple 2001; Hanson and Cook 2004). In this study, the equation (Equation 6.1) proposed
by Hanson and Temple (2001) to predict the soil removal rate was used.

e = k ( −  c )

(6.1)

where e is the erosion rate in m/day, k is the erodibility coefficient or detachment
rate coefficient in m3/kN-hr,  is the effective hydraulic stress on the soil boundary in
kN/m2, and  c is the critical shear stress (kN/m2). As shown in equation 4, the erosion rate
is a function of hydraulic (  ) and geotechnical parameters
calculation of geotechnical erosion rate parameters
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( c , k ) .

To simplify the

( c , k ) , the soil is classified as very

resistant, resistant, moderately resistant, erodible, and very erodible, and the geotechnical
erosion rate properties for each classification are proposed by Briaud et al. (2003) and
Hanson and Simon (2001). The soil considered in this study (SP-SM) is classified as
erodible with  c = 45×10-4 (kN/m2) and k = 1.6×10-7 m3/kN-hr.
The hydraulic erosion rate parameter  mainly depends on the stream velocity and
soil-water boundary. The average hydraulic shear stress due to the currents can be
calculated using Equation 6.2.

=

1
 fcv2
2

(6.2)

where  is the density of water (kN/m3),

v

is the current velocity (m/s), and

fc

is

the dimensionless Fanning friction factor given by f c = 2(2.5(ln(30h / kb ) − 1))−2 (Danish
Hydraulic Institute, 2007).

where h is the water depth (m) and

kb

is the bed roughness (m). The

fc was

calculated as 0.0057 using a bed roughness of 0.0197 m.
The effects of waves on the hydraulic shear stress were not considered in this study.
From the data available on the USGS website for the Sacramento area, the maximum mean
velocity of 1.3 m/s corresponding to the year 2017 was considered in the analysis. Using
equations 6.1 and 6.2, the erosion rate was calculated as 0.31 m/day. Based on the
calculated erosion rate, it was confirmed that the soil is classified as erodible. In the
stability and deformation analysis of the slope subjected to toe erosion, a constant erosion
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rate of 0.31 m/day was applied, as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Timeline of hazards applied for dual hazard analyses rainfall-erosion
and rainfall-earthquake
6.3.6 Earth slope and finite element model development
A slope with a height of 12 m with flat surfaces above and below the slope face
was considered in this study. Three different slope ratios (SR = 1.5H:1V, 2H:1V, and
3H:1V) were considered to investigate the effect of slope ratio on the stability and
deformation behaviors of the slope as a parametric study. The simulation domain with the
water level in the Sacramento River obtained from the USGS website is shown in Figure
6.3. Since the total width of the simulation domain varies with the slope ratio, the width
of the slope face is marked as w in Figure 6.3. The phreatic line was calculated for the
water level shown in Figure 6.3, following Casagrande’s graphical method. The width and
total height of the simulation domain were determined through a size sensitivity study. In
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addition, a mesh sensitivity study was conducted to determine the appropriate mesh size
for the simulation domain. The purpose of the size and mesh sensitivity studies was to
ensure that these user-controllable parameters are not affecting the computed results.
The simulation domain was discretized spatially using 15-Node triangular plane
strain elements. The deformation boundaries, groundwater flow boundaries, and
earthquake boundaries were assigned to represent the field conditions. The deformation
boundaries used in the analysis restrain the deformation of the vertical sides against
translation in the x-direction and the base of the model against both x- and y-directions.
The flow boundaries were assigned such that flow through the base and the vertical sides
of the domain are restricted by applying closed flow boundary conditions. The gravity
loading function was used to generate the initial effective stresses by applying the selfweight of the soil. The nodes N1, shown in Figure 6.3, was selected to investigate the effect
of different hazards on the deformation behavior of the slope. Node N1 was chosen at the
depths of 0.1 m from the ground surface and on the slope face. After setting up the model,
the effects of rainfall and erosion on the stability and deformation behaviors were analyzed
using the fully coupled flow-deformation analysis method.
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Figure 6.3. Simulation domain used for the analysis
6.4 VALIDATION OF FEM WITH LIMIT EQUILIBRIUM METHOD (LEM)
The FoS computed from the finite element method (PLAXIS) was compared with
that of the LEM (Slide 2018) to validate the finite element method-based approach before
conducting fully coupled analyses by applying rainfall, earthquake, and toe erosion. Slide
2018 is a 2D LEM slope stability software used to evaluate the FoS of circular and noncircular critical failure surfaces. The simulation domain is shown in Figure 6.3, with soil
properties listed in Table 6.1 was used for the verification. Spencer’s method with the noncircular search method was used in Slide 2018.
As shown in Table 6.1, the LEM can evaluate a wide range of failure modes and
contains many vital critical input parameters; however, displacement, velocities, and
stresses are not calculated. This is the crucial difference between analyzing rock slopes
with the LEM or stress-based numerical models. The LEM does, however, calculate
thousands of factors of safety values in a short amount of time, whereas numerical models
can take several hours or even a day, depending on the complexity of the geometry and
input parameters.
The FoS obtained from Slide and PLAXIS were 1.76 and 1.72, respectively. The
FoS obtained from PLAXIS was 2.3% lower than the FoS obtained from Slide. From
Figures 6.4. (a) and (b), it can be seen that the critical failure surfaces obtained from Slide
2018 and PLAXIS are similar. The details of the analysis carried for single and dual hazards
are given below.
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Figure 6.4. Critical failure surface obtained from (a) Slide 2018 and (b) PLAXIS
6.5 ANALYSES AND RESULTS
6.5.1 Case 1: Analysis of slope subjected to rainfall, erosion, and combined rainfallerosion
In this case, the computed stability and deformation behaviors of earth slopes
subjected to the dual hazard of rainfall and toe erosion due to river flow were compared
with the corresponding single hazard. The analyses were carried out for the slope ratios
mentioned before (SR = 1.5H:1V, 2H:1V, and 3H:1V). Initially, the slope was analyzed
by applying a rainfall intensity of 192 mm/day for five days and then no rainfall for five
more days, as shown in Figure 6.2. Then, the slope was analyzed by applying erosion at
the toe of the slope. The erosion was modeled by removing soil from the toe of the slope
at a rate of 0.31 m/day. Finally, the slope was analyzed by applying erosion after five days
of rainfall for the dual hazard analysis.
Figure 6.5 shows the variation of FoS with time for the SR 1.5H: 1V subjected to
rainfall, erosion, and rainfall-erosion. The FoS decreases with time for rainfall and
increases once the rainfall was stopped after five days. The FoS reached a minimum value
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of 1.16 at the end of five days of rainfall and increased to 1.21 at the end of ten days (which
is lower than the initial FoS=1.32). In the case of erosion, the FoS decreases with the
increase in the erosion rate. The slope failed at the end of two days of erosion. Also, the
slope failed at the end of the sixth day for rainfall-erosion. It should be noted that once the
erosion was introduced on the fifth day of rainfall, the slope failed the next day.
Figure 6.6 shows the variation of FoS with time for the SR 2H: 1V subjected to
rainfall, erosion, and rainfall-erosion. Similar to SR 1.5H: 1V, the FoS decreases with time
for rainfall and increases once the rainfall was stopped after five days. The FoS reached a
minimum value of 1.49 at the end of five days of rainfall and increased to 1.67 at the end
of ten days (which is lower than the initial FoS=1.71). The results indicated that the slope
failed at the end of three days of erosion. Also, the slope failed at the end of the seventh
day for rainfall-erosion. It should be noted that once the erosion was introduced on the fifth
day of rainfall, the slope failed after two days.
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Figure 6.5. Factor of safety (FoS) time history for SR 1.5H: 1V subjected to rainfall,
erosion, and rainfall-erosion
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Figure 6.6. Factor of safety (FoS) time history for SR 2H: 1V subjected to rainfall,
erosion, and rainfall-erosion
Figure 6.7 shows the variation of FoS with time for the SR 3H: 1V subjected to
rainfall, erosion, and rainfall-erosion. The FoS reached a minimum value of 1.84 at the end
of five days of rainfall and increased to 2.31 at the end of ten days (which is lower than the
initial FoS=2.43). The results indicated that the slope did not fail for the erosion. Failure
was observed when erosion was introduced on the fifth day of rainfall. The slope failed at
the end of ten days.
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Figure 6.7. Factor of safety (FoS) time history for SR 3H: 1V subjected to rainfall,
erosion, and rainfall-erosion
Figure 6.8 shows the variation of pore water pressure when rainfall was applied to
the SR 1.5H: 1V. The results indicated that the suction at the ground surface decreased
from 92 kPa to 4.12 kPa at the end of five days. Once the rainfall was stopped at the end
of five days, the suction gradually increased and reached a value of 18.35 kPa at the end of
ten days. A similar observation was observed until a depth of 4 m. This is the reason for
the FoS to increase after five days. It should be noted that the FoS did not reach the initial
FoS at the end of ten days.
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Figure 6.8. Pore water pressure-time history for SR 1.5H: 1V subjected to rainfall
6.5.2 Case 2: Analysis of slope subjected to rainfall, earthquake, and combined
rainfall-earthquake
In this case, the computed stability and deformation behaviors of earth slopes
subjected to the dual hazard of rainfall and earthquake were compared with the
corresponding single hazard. The 1940 El-Centro earthquake, shown in Figure 6.9, that
struck Imperial Valley, California was used in this study. For the earthquake analysis, in
addition to the deformation and flow boundaries, the standard earthquake boundaries were
applied. The standard earthquake boundaries used in PLAXIS 2D include viscous
boundaries on the vertical sides and a prescribed displacement-time history along the
model's bottom. First, the slope was analyzed by applying only the rainfall with an intensity
of 192 mm/day for five days and no rainfall for the next five days, as shown in Figure 6.2.
Then, the slope was analyzed by applying the earthquake acceleration-time history shown
in Figure 6.9. Finally, the slope was analyzed by applying the earthquake after five days of
rainfall. The safety analysis was not carried out because the current version of PLAXIS is
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not capable of performing safety analysis considering the phi/c reduction method similar
to the static analysis. This implies that the code will solve the equilibrium between applied
forces and stiffness/displacement, and there is no damping term or inertia term included in
this calculation. Therefore, the FoS determined directly after an earthquake is still a static
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Figure 6.9. 1940 El-Centro Earthquake acceleration-time history
Figure 6.10 shows the variation of vertical and horizontal displacement-time
histories at Node 1. The 1.5H:1V slope showed the most significant slope movement, and
the 3H:1V slope showed the smallest slope movement when subjected to earthquake
shaking. From the data presented in Figure 6.10, it can be seen that the earthquake-induced
large displacements for all three slopes and a maximum vertical movement of 887 mm was
observed for the 1.5H:1V slope. An increment in the behavior of vertical displacements
and fluctuations in the horizontal displacements were noticed due to the earthquake.
Figures 6.11 (a) and (b) show the comparison of the vertical and horizontal displacements
at Node 1, respectively, for the single hazard rainfall, earthquake, and dual hazard rainfallearthquake. The results showed that the maximum vertical movements were observed for
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both single earthquake hazards (886 mm for SR = 1.5H:1V, 765 mm for SR = 2H:1V, and
655 mm for SR = 3H:1V) and dual earthquakes after five days of rainfall (912.3 mm for
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Figure 6.11. Comparison of maximum displacements induced by rainfall,
earthquake, and rainfall-earthquake in (a) vertical and (b) horizontal directions
6.6 PARAMETRIC STUDY
Several parametric studies were carried out to investigate the effect of the initial
degree of saturation, rainfall parameters, and ground motion parameters on the stability
and deformation behaviors of the slope. The different initial degree of saturations
represents different levels of drought conditions. The details of the variations in the
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parametric study are discussed below.
6.6.1 Effect of initial degree of saturation
The initial degree of saturation represents the level of drought before heavy rainfall
and has a significant influence on the movement of water through the unsaturated zone.
This will result in differences in the initial FoS of the slope. It was assumed that the water
table is well below the bottom of the model and had a uniform degree of saturation
throughout the model. Safety analyses were conducted by varying the initial degree of
saturation for all three SRs. Figure 6.12 shows the variation of computed FoS with degrees
of saturation for all three SRs. Figure 6.12 shows that the FoS increases with the degree of
saturation up to around 50% and decreases after that. This observation is unique because
one would expect a gradual decrease in FoS with the increase in the degree of saturation.
The results also showed that the fully saturated slope has the lowest FoS for all three SRs.
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Figure 6.12. Variation of FoS with degree of saturation for SRs (a) 1.5H:1V (b)
2H:1V, and (c) 3H:1V
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6.6.2 Effect of rainfall intensity and duration
From the previous studies, it is evident that the rainfall intensity and duration have
a significant influence on the stability and deformation behaviors of slopes. Records show
that slope fails after an intense rainfall with varying duration (Jemec and Komac 2013).
The hourly rainfall data for the Sacramento River valley was obtained from the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC). From the available data, it was observed that the maximum
hourly rainfall occurred in the year 2000. Figure 6.13 shows the variation of hourly rainfall
data from12th of February to the 12th of June, 2000. From the data, the top five rainfall
intensities were extracted and applied to the model for ten days to investigate the effect of
rainfall intensity. It should be noted that the FoS was calculated after each day of rainfall
to understand the impact of duration. Based on the previous analyses, it was found that the
steeper slope (1.5H:1V) showed larger movements and lower FoS and was therefore used
in this parametric study.
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Figure 6.13. Rainfall data from February 12 to June 12, 2000 (zero denotes
February 12, 2020)
Figure 6.14 shows the variation of FoS with time for the different rainfall intensities
considered in this study. For all intensities, the FoS decreased with time (duration). A
sudden decrease in the FoS was observed for the rainfall intensities of 55.88 mm/h and
38.1 mm/h. The FoS for the rainfall intensity of 55.88 mm/h was reduced to 0.6 at the end
of 3rd day, causing the slope to fail. The FoS for the rainfall intensity of 38.1 mm/h reduced
below 1.0 at the end of the 5th day. From these results and observations, it can be concluded
that high-intensity, short-duration rainfall can cause a slope to fail. This is in good
agreement with Rahimi et al.’s (2010) observation. It was also observed that the lowintensity rainfalls (15.24 mm/h, 12.7 mm/h, and 10.16 mm/h) even after ten days of rainfall.
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Figure 6.14. Variation of FoS with time for different rainfall intensities
The rainfall intensity of 55.88 mm/h caused slope failure and induced massive slope
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movement. Figures 6.15. (a) and (b) show the massive vertical and horizontal movements
in the slope, respectively. The slope's movement due to the rainfall before failure was
insignificant compared to the movement right after the failure. The results indicated that it
took three days for the water to reach the critical failure surface and affect the strength
parameters. Once the wetting front reached the critical failure surface, failure took place
within a few hours.
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Figure 6.15. Displacement-time histories (a) vertical and (b) horizontal directions
6.6.3 Effect of ground motion parameters
The deformation behaviors of the slopes are affected by the characteristics of the
ground motion. In addition to the initial degree of saturation and rainfall parameters, the
effects of ground motion parameters should also be considered to understand the dynamic
behavior better. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) mean period (Tm), Arias intensity, and
bracketed duration of the ground motion were considered in this study. To consider the
effects of these parameters, three different earthquakes (1940 El-Centro, 2002 Gilroy, and
1985 Mexico City) were used in this study. The acceleration-time histories of these three
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earthquakes are shown in Figure 6.16.
The PGA and Tm computed following the procedure presented by Rathje et al.
(1998) are shown in Table 6.2. The Arias Intensity is a measure of the strength of a ground
motion (Stafford et al. 2008). It determines the severity of seismic shaking by measuring
the acceleration of the seismic waves. It has been found to be a reliable parameter to
describe earthquake loading necessary to trigger slope failures. The Arias intensities for
the input motions was obtained directly from PLAXIS and are shown in Table 6.2. The
bracketed duration is defined as the time between the first and last exceedances of the
threshold acceleration, which is usually 0.05g (Bolt 1996). The bracketed duration for the
earthquakes is shown in Table 6.2. The Gilroy earthquake has the highest PGA, but the
bracketed duration, Tm, and Arias intensity are less than that of the El-Centro earthquake.
In the Mexico City earthquake, the PGA, Arias intensity, and bracketed duration are less
than in the other two earthquakes, but the Tm is higher. Therefore, using these three
earthquakes will cover a reasonable variation in the ground motion parameters. Based on
the previous analyses, it was found that the steeper slope (1.5H:1V) showed larger
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Table 6.2. Values of PGA, Tm, Arias intensity, and bracketed duration of the
earthquakes
Parameters

El-Centro

Gilroy

Mexico City

PGA (g)

0.35

0.70

0.04

Tm (sec)

0.57

0.35

1.49

Arias intensity (1/sec)

1.46

1.42

0.03

Bracketed duration (sec)

18.66

5.57

0.00

The computed vertical and horizontal displacement time histories at node N1 are
shown in Figure 6.17. The largest vertical and horizontal displacements were induced by
the El-Centro earthquake. The vertical and horizontal displacements due to the Mexico
City earthquake, which has the largest mean period and lowest PGA, is smaller than the
other two earthquakes. However, there was no trend for the largest value depending on the
PGA and Tm. The results indicated that the Arias intensity and bracketed duration of the
motion influenced the vertical and horizontal movement of the slope. The Arias intensity
and bracketed duration of the El-Centro earthquake is higher than the Gilroy and Mexico
City. Although the Gilroy earthquake has the highest PGA, the time at which the El-Centro
exceeds the threshold acceleration (0.05 g) is shorter than the Gilroy earthquake. This made
the slope unstable when El-Centro was applied. Hence, it seems that the Arias intensity
and bracketed duration have a significant impact on the movement of the slopes.
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6.7 CONCLUSION
The stability and deformation behaviors of earth slopes subjected to rainfall, toe
erosion induced by the flood, and earthquake were investigated using a coupled flowdeformation code. From the computed results, it can be concluded that the dual hazard of
erosion after rainfall and earthquake after rainfall affected the slope more than the single
occurrence of these hazards. The FoS reduced with the increase in slope ratio. The slopes
were stable (FoS > 1.0) when subjected to the rainfall intensity of 192 mm/day that of the
1995 storm that occurred in Sacramento, CA. The percentage reduction in the FoS due to
the erosion after five days of rainfall (i.e., rainfall-erosion-induced reduction) for 1.5H:1V,
2H:1V, and 3H:1V slopes were 18%, 37.5%, and 50.7%, respectively. Further, it was found
that the FoS decreased with an increase in toe erosion and duration of the rainfall. The
1.5H:1V slope failed at the end of the two days of only erosion, and the next day after the
erosion was introduced for the slope subjected to five days of rainfall. The 2H:1V slope
failed at the end of the three days of only erosion and two days after the erosion was
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introduced for the slope subjected to five days of rainfall. In the case of 2H:1V, the slope
did not fail until five days when subjected to only erosion and failed at the end of five days
after erosion was introduced for the slope subjected to five days of rainfall.

The slope

movement was higher when it was subjected to a dual hazard rainfall-earthquake. In the
case of earthquake loading, sudden vertical movements were observed for both single
earthquake hazards (886 mm for SR = 1.5H:1V, 765 mm for SR = 2H:1V, and 655 mm for
SR = 3H:1V) and dual earthquakes after five days of rainfall (912.3 mm for SR = 1.5H:1V,
785 mm for SR = 2H:1V, and, 671 mm for SR = 3H:1V).
Several parametric studies were carried out to investigate the effect of the initial
degree of saturation, rainfall parameters, and ground motion parameters on the behavior of
the slope. The FoS increased with the initial degree of saturation and reached a maximum
value of around 50% degree of saturation and then reduced. It was also found that a highintensity, short-duration rainfall destabilized the slope significantly. It was observed that
the El-Centro earthquake, which has the largest bracketed duration and Arias intensity,
induced the largest vertical and horizontal movements, and there was no trend with respect
to PGA and Tm. It should be noted that this study can be further expanded by taking into
account the variations in the soil parameters in addition to the hydrological and earthquake
loadings to make accurate predictions on the stability and movement of the slope.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
Multiple hazards such as rainfall, excavation, toe erosion induced by flood, and
earthquake may occur simultaneously, and the stability (factor of safety) and deformation
(movement) behaviors were investigated to prevent loss of life and properties. Commonly
used stability analysis of slopes considers the effect of any single hazard. Utilizing the
effect of simultaneous occurrence of hazards allows the engineers to model for the worstcase scenario of hazards, which can save properties and lives. Therefore, the stability and
deformation analysis of unsaturated slopes subjected to natural and manmade hazards using
the coupled flow-deformation modeling capabilities of the finite element code PLAXIS 2D
is presented in this dissertation. The natural and man-made hazards considered for the
analysis are heavy rainfall, earthquake, toe erosion induced by flood, and excavation.
The time-dependent stability analysis of the slope subjected to rainfall exhibited a
descending trend in the FoS as the rainfall intensity and duration increased. The excavation
and toe erosion induced by flood lead to the unloading and rebounding of the slope surface,
reducing the resisting force. The FoS decreases with the increase in the height of excavation
and depth of toe erosion. The slope failure was accelerated when rainfall occurred on an
excavated, eroded slope, and the slope stability was more sensitive to excavation and toe
erosion than the rainfall. The slope failure was accelerated when the rainfall occurred on a
slope with excavation and toe erosion. The excessive deformation was more due to the
earthquake than the rainfall, toe erosion induced by flood, and excavation. The combination
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of earthquake and rainfall worsens the condition by inducing more deformation. The
analysis concluded that establishing the relationship between FoS and the multiple hazards
leads to effective risk management.
Excessive deflection of buried pipe can induce cracks and leaks in the pipe leading
to excessive loss of fluid transporting through the pipe, which can, in turn, cost a fortune.
The motivation for this research was the lack of studies on the effect of the backfill soil
saturation on buried pipes due to the extreme soil infiltration, flooding, and pipe leakage.
The investigation was carried out on the possibilities of buried pipe failure due to flooding
and heavy rainfall infiltration and the effect of pipe failure in terms of pipe leakage due to
hydroclimatic events. The vertical deflection, bending moment, and shear force variations
were higher in the longitudinal section than in the pipe cross-section. Also, the vertical
deflection, bending moment, and shear force induced in the pipe were more significant
when the pipe was subjected to flooding and soil infiltration than the leakage. The pipebottom surface showed a prominent vertical deflection compared to the pipe-top surface
due to the leakage in the pipe. An increase in the embedment depth of the pipe increased
the influence of flood head and infiltration. The vertical deflection, bending moment, and
shear force increased until the rainfall infiltrated to the bottom of the buried pipe and
remained constant after the wetting front passed the bottom of the pipe. The span of leakage
infiltration had a more significant influence on the behavior of the pipe. The shear strength
and settlement of soils and buried pipes are influenced by the degree of saturation of the
soil, which varies with hydrological events such as rainfall and flood, and leaks due to pipe
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damage. Therefore, the site-specific hydrological events and possible design leaks must be
incorporated to optimize the design of buried pipes.
The impacts of extreme hydroclimatic events such as heavy rainfall and drought on
geotechnical systems must be understood for developing climate-adaptive design
procedures. The best way to accurately produce the effects of wetting and drying soil due
to extreme hydroclimatic events is to use a fully coupled flow-deformation finite element
method. In this study, the Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model was first modified by updating the
elastic modulus and the yield criterion based on the degree of saturation and/or matric
suction and then used within PLAXIS 2D along with the flow model to analyze selected
geotechnical problems under extreme hydroclimatic events. The implemented procedure
was used to analyze the settlement behavior of shallow foundation, settlement and axial
forces of the pile, and stability of slopes. The settlement of shallow foundations and pile
heads increased with rainfall. The implemented model predicted a decrease in the skin
resistance of the pile during rainfall and an increase during drought. The observation from
the stability analysis indicated the reason for the slope failures subjected to prolonged
extreme rainfall. Therefore, the developed model can predict the increased strength and
stiffness due to the soil suction in the unsaturated soils. Also, the implemented model can
be used to predict the temporal and spatial variation of strength and stiffness of the soil
during extreme hydroclimatic events.
A simple framework for calculating the probability of failure was proposed for
slopes subjected to rainfall. Through the derived framework, the uncertainties in properties
of soil and rainfall intensity and duration were considered. Numerical analyses were
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performed to obtain the FoS of slopes subjected to rainfall, and appropriate responses were
surfaces developed. The response surface was used to determine the failure probability of
slopes subjected to rainfall and estimated using MCSM and FORM. The uncertainties in
hydrological loading (rainfall intensity and duration) were as important as the uncertainties
in the soil properties of the system and must be taken into account in the design of critical
geotechnical systems.
7.2 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS DISSERTATION
This dissertation focused on the understanding of the effect of extreme events such
as heavy rainfall, flood, earthquake, and toe-erosion induced by flood on the stability and
deformation behavior of earth slopes and buried pipes using a fully coupled GeotechnicalHydrological finite element code. The key contributions of this dissertation to the existing
literature are listed below.
-

Accurate Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element modeling of the
unsaturated earth slopes subjected to natural and man-made hazards.

-

Accurate Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element modeling of buried
pipes subjected to extreme hydro-climatic changes with a temporal and
spatial variation of matric suction and/or degree of saturation.

-

Developed a modified Mohr-Coulomb model for unsaturated soils into
coupled hydrological-geotechnical code for analyzing the deformation and
stability behavior of different geotechnical engineering problems.
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-

Development of a probabilistic framework for calculating the failure
probability of slopes subjected to rainfall that integrates the coupled flowdeformation finite element code.

-

Accurate Geotechnical-Hydrological finite element modeling of the
unsaturated earth slopes subjected to single hazards
a) rainfall
b) earthquake
c) toe-erosion induced by flooding

and multiple hazards
a) rainfall-toe-erosion induced by flooding
b) rainfall-earthquake
7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
7.3.1. Modification of the hardening soil model for unsaturated soils
The Hardening Soil (HS) model in PLAXIS is an advanced soil model for modeling
the non-linear behavior of soils. In the HS model, the soil stiffness is described using three
moduli: the triaxial modulus E50, the triaxial unloading modulus Eur, and the oedometer
loading modulus Eoed. Therefore, the three moduli should be adjusted to take into account
the change in matric suction and/or degree of saturation. Initially, extensive studies should
be carried out to obtain the relationship between the three moduli and matric suction and/or
degree of saturation. Then, the stress-strain behavior should be modified according to the
modified moduli. Finally, the modified model should be implemented into PLAXIS.
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The variation of the degree of saturation and/or matric suction during drying and
wetting of unsaturated soils affects the shrinkage and swelling characteristics of
unsaturated soil. During swelling and shrinkage, unsaturated soils experience a significant
volume change. Therefore, it is important to study the complex behavior of unsaturated
soil during the drying and wetting process. Therefore, the HS model should be modified to
predict the shrinkage and swelling of unsaturated soils during extreme events.
7.3.2. Probabilistic based method to predict the onset of failure of slopes subjected to
extreme events
This study carried out a probabilistic analysis of sandy slopes subjected to heavy rainfall.
Further, the analysis can be extended to different types of soils like clay and silts. Also, the
strength parameter of friction angle was considered in this study, and in future studies, the
cohesion and other soil properties should be considered. Also, the analysis should be
extended for different slope geometry. Further, the slope geometry, In case of extreme
events, only rainfall was considered in this study. Therefore, further studies can be carried
out to consider the effect of drought and flooding.
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